


Introduction:

This book is a guide to the methodology for valuation of 
most any given property in a distant market within the 
United States. Any attempt to use the same methodology 
in markets outside of the US would likely be fraught with 
danger and hubris.

Professionals who do this on a consistent basis have 
already figured out how to do this or they pay someone to 
do it for them.  I’ve studied real estate Gurus who profess 
the ability to teach how to invest virtually in distant markets.  
However, none of them provide a practical manner by which 
to accurately value real estate in distant markets.  

As an appraiser, I’m governed by the Uniform 
Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice (USPAP) and 
can’t go outside my area of geographic competency, but 
you can.  The purpose of this book is to empower you and 
demonstrate that you can accurately value real estate in 
distant markets.

Let’s take a minute and make sure we are clear with 
a couple of key terms.  First, let’s define “distant”.  My 
definition of distant is anything outside of my local MLS 
(Multiple Listing System).  It could be 25 miles, it could be 
2,500 miles.  Second, let’s consolidate some terms: CMA 
(Competitive Market Analysis); BPO (Brokers Price Opinion); 
BOV (Brokers Opinion of Value).  While there are some 
differences between the three types of analysis, for this 



document, let’s combine the terms and simply use the single 
acronym “BPO”.

This eBook is for people who need help to determine 
the value of a distant property and need a checklist of 
steps to perform. Step-by-step, I’ll take you through the 
thought process or flowchart for valuing both residential and 
commercial real estate.

My research did not reveal any automated tools for 
valuing land in a distant market, improved or unimproved.  
What that means is that land must be treated and valued 
separately from improved properties.

This document assumes a working knowledge of the 
type of real estate being valued, or access to someone who 
does. Make no mistake, this isn’t a lesson on market studies, 
due diligence, lead generation, negotiation or adjustments; 
strictly valuation.  Whether a manufactured home park in 
Texas, a single-family dwelling in Georgia or a fourplex in 
Indiana, the steps we perform are built upon solid principles.

This material will be of assistance to the following types of 
people:

• Real Estate Investors working with distant markets.
• Real Estate Investors who purchase income-

producing real estate on a turnkey basis.
• Someone purchasing a one-off property and needs 

the value.



• Someone who inherits a dwelling and wants to know 
the value.

• Commercial real estate Investors needing assistance 
with due-diligence.

• Real estate professionals who wish to double check 
themselves.

• Anyone I might have missed!
While researching the topic to see if it had been 

addressed anywhere and then paying others to research 
the topic, I met with little success, convincing me this topic 
needs to be covered and explained in a thoughtful, helpful 
manner to serve the needs of the user. As with my original 
eBook, “How to Look at Real Estate through the Eyes of an 
Appraiser,” this book is a primer.  The material in this book 
is not all-inclusive and I truly believe this document should 
grow and evolve to include all types of new resources and 
techniques related to valuing properties in distant markets.

A key point:  Regardless of what type of property you 
are valuing, whether residential or commercial, you should 
always be looking for any data points or clues such as tax 
assessed value, last sales data info, etc., which will indicate 
and finally lead to a conclusion regarding value. 

What follows are some of the methods and tools which 
can be used to guide your way.
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1.  Flow Chart



	

Timeline,	Costs	and	Comments	for	Valuation	Services	
	
																																														Residential	
	
Valuation	Service	 Timeline	 	 Cost	 	 Comment	
	
Residential	AVMs	 Instant	 	 0	 	 You	get	what	you																																		
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 pay	for	

BPO	Service	 	 +/‐	1	Week				 +/‐$200		 Fairly	good	&	quick	

Local	Realtor	BPO	 Varies												 +/‐$200		 You	have	more																																						
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 input	on	end																																									
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 product	

Appraisal																		 Varies													 +/‐$400		 Best	product,	but		
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 costs	more	and		 	 				
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 takes	longer		

																																																	Commercial	

Valuation	Service	 Timeline	 	 Cost	 	 Comment	
	
Comparable	 	 Instant										 Varies				 Very	few	public	Sources																						
Providers	

Commercial	BPOs	 1‐2	weeks				 $200‐							 Quality	may	be						
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 $500								 suspect	and	little	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 				 	 due	diligence	

Narrative	Appraisal								Varies												>$1,000					 Most	comprehensive,	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 										costly	and	takes	the															
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 longest			
	

	



2. Residential Valuation

A.  Preliminary Due Diligence

Market Data.  The importance of understanding market 
dynamics cannot be overstated.  The key issue is to quickly 
gauge the viability of a market and get a feel for the market 
in which your property resides. Once again, this is not a 
course about markets, simply a quick look to see if some key 
indicators are positive or negative. Such indicators can help 
refine your decision-making process and exit strategy.

Primary sources for these statistics can be found from 
a number of sites, or you can do an Internet search of your 
own.  Most information can be extracted by zip code or 
census tract.

Here are a few sites to start with:

• City-Data.com (http://www.city-data.com/)
• ZoomProspector (http://www.zoomprospector.com)
• LoopNet (http://www.loopnet.com/)
Some primary indicators are:

• Job growth
• Unemployment
• Net-In migration
• Crime rates

http://www.city-data.com/
http://www.zoomprospector.com/
http://www.loopnet.com/


Here is an example of an MLS Summary Sheet.

A great source of real estate statistics, both residential and 
commercial, is the Multiple Listing Service (MLS) local to the 
property you are researching. 

Here is an excerpt of statistics from my local MLS:



If all of the indicators are positive, then no problem. 
If an indicator produces a red flag such as negative in-
migration, increase in crime statistics or decrease in 
household income, then maybe you need to perform more 
research to determine if you should be in this market, 
regardless how good the individual deal seems.

Now, say you have a property where you need to have 
a good idea what it’s worth and you don’t have much time to 
perform research. Maybe you’ve got an out-of-town deal and 
you need to determine whether to tie it up or not; perhaps 
you’ve got an inherited house in a distant city; maybe you’re 
thinking about investing in Timbuktu, Mississippi.  Whatever 
the reason, you need some type of answer and you need 
it now.  Regardless of scenario, the best way to start the 
process is with a free quick and dirty methodology.

But first, let’s take a look at it. The best way to take a 
free look is Google Maps (http://maps.google.com), using 
their Google Maps/Street View.  After downloading and 

http://maps.google.com/


following the instructions, type the subject address into the 
search box and soon you’ll have a street view of the subject 
and surrounding properties from ground level. 

Then go to Google Maps/Earth.  Input the address 
and this application provides an aerial view which can be 
scaled up or down to meet your needs. Here too, you can 
look at surrounding property uses.  This can be quite helpful 
in determining what your property looks like as well as the 
different uses immediately surrounding your location.



Once you’ve identified the property and confirmed 
the location, see if any “red flags” pop up. What I mean by 
red flags in this case are surrounding uses which may have 
a negative impact on the property you are studying, such as 
heavy traffic flow, freeways, sewage plants, landfills, etc.

If you still have questions regarding physical status 
of the property, consider going to a free classified site like 
Craigslist (www.craigslist.org) to engage and pay for someone 
local to go out and film or take pictures of the property with 
their Smartphone.  Consider having them fill out a prepared 
form, answering some basic questions about the condition of 
the property.   

Your next step is to gather info from your property’s 
local tax assessor.  To get to the assessor with jurisdiction, 
just perform an internet search for the tax assessor, with the 
county and state where your property is located.  

An example would be: “tax assessor, Harris County, 
Texas”

Input the address in the assessor’s site, and you should 
be able to get all kinds of relevant information such as 
building characteristics, zoning, taxes, building permit history, 
code violations, Tax Assessed Value (TAV) and transaction 
history.  Also, the assessor might be able to help you locate 
recent closed comparable sales.

The value of due diligence cannot be overstated.  

http://www.craigslist.org/


Search for a template on the internet using the key words:  
“Residential Due Diligence Checklist”.  Find one which is 
comprehensive and which you can feel comfortable with.  
I’ve included a copy of a commercial due diligence checklist 
as an addendum.

Now you’ve determined the existence of the subject 
property by both Google Street, Google Earth and the county 
assessor, let’s go on to the quick and dirty valuation.



B. Quick and Dirty

Quick and dirty valuations rely on the use of an 
Automated Valuation Model, better known as an AVM.  

An AVM uses an algorithm which takes all types of 
data, and depending on the level of sophistication, attempts 
to mirror the market and converts the data into an estimate 
of value. Tax assessors use them, saving time and money 
calculating property values to be used in the ad valorem tax 
assessment process.  By the very nature of the data used, 
there will be imprecision and this can form the basis for a 
property tax appeal.

While we’re on the subject, allow me to give an 
example of imprecision.  In researching AVMs for use in this 
book, I had the opportunity to test the results of an AVM 
versus my estimate of value for a particular property. The 
property was located in one of the most popular areas in 
urban Southeast Portland as of 2013.

I took an online demonstration of a popular online 
AVM, with a live sales representative assisting. I typed the 
property address into the field and hit Enter. Out popped an 
estimate of value of $427,000.  Nothing interesting there – 
except – my estimate of value according to my own appraisal 
was $300,000!  

Subsequently, I used another popular AVM, 
Yahoo!Homes. This AVM provides a range of values using a 



combination of Zillow and eAppraisal.com.  Their estimates 
were just as confounding. Zillow provided an estimate of 
$448,013 and eAppraisal.com provided an estimate of 
$405,938. Their values ranged from 25% to 33% higher than 
my estimate of value.

Why the difference? Simply put, AVMs are best 
suited for homogenous data where properties are close 
to being all the same. For properties which are unique or 
have unique features, AVMs tend to perform poorly. In this 
instance, I used myself as a benchmark.  I’ve been a Certified 
General Appraiser since 1994 and appraised well over 2,500 
properties, both residential and commercial.

Currently, the following sites are free to use, while 
others require a subscription fee.  Some of these sites are like 
“Black Boxes” (Yahoo! Homes, Zillow, eAppraisal), where you 
put in an address and you get an estimate of value.  Some of 
them let you input different factors such as year built, size, 
bedrooms, bathrooms, etc. (Trulia, Redfin).  Anytime you can 
input your own requirements or constraints, you have more 
control of the output and that’s a good thing.

Some of the most popular free sites:

• Yahoo! Homes (homes.yahoo.com/home-worth) – A 
black box combining Zillow and eappraisal.

• Zillow (zillow.com) – The original “black box” AVM
• eAppraisal.com (eappraisal.com) – Another black box

http://homes.yahoo.com/home-worth
http://homes.yahoo.com/home-worth
http://homes.yahoo.com/home-worth
http://zillow.com/
http://eappraisal.com/


• Bank of America AVM (realestatecenter.
bankofamerica.com/tools/marketvalue.asp) – 
Another black box

• RealEstateabc.com (realestateabc.com)  – A black box
• Realtor.com (realtor.com) – 

Combines Smartzip, DataQuick and                                                          
eAppraisal.com

• Trulia (Realtor.com)  – Geared toward buying and 
selling

• Redfin (redfin.com)  – A black box that allows for 
some user input
A recent trend is to combine different AVM valuations 

to establish a range.  For example, using Yahoo!Homes will 
provide you with the valuations for Zillow and eAppraisal.
com. Realtor.com provides the valuations from Smartzip, 
Dataquick and eAppraisal.com. Both sites also give you a 
brief overview of the property, picture, last sale information 
and tax assessed value.

Note:  If you acquire several estimates, you are likely to 
get a broad range.  Your first reaction is probably to compute 
the average.  If you have linear data, that’s fine.  However, 
a better measure of central tendency is the median.  While 
both are statistical descriptions, the median is sometimes 
the best expression of central tendency and both should be 
considered.

http://realestatecenter.bankofamerica.com/tools/marketvalue.asp
http://realestatecenter.bankofamerica.com/tools/marketvalue.asp
http://RealEstateabc.com/
http://Realtor.com/
http://Realtor.com/
http://Realtor.com/
http://redfin.com/


Experiment with the AVM reliability factor by selecting 
a dwelling where you already know the value, then plug the 
address into some or all of the AVMs I’ve listed and see what 
you get.



C.  Income Approach

Some investors may be purchasing distant property for 
income.  This makes sense, as some rental markets perform 
much better than others.  To confirm an estimate of value or 
range of estimates, let’s take a look at an Income Approach 
you can use which is patched together from a couple of 
automated sources:

-See if the subject is rented, and if so, for how much.

-Plug in the address to a couple of the sites which 
advertise free rent estimates such as:

• Rentometer.com (rentometer.com)
• Zillow (zillow.com)

Based on the information you can gather, reconcile 
the estimates of market rent. Now, find the three or four 
best comparable sales in the subject’s area based upon 
finding properties which have the same characteristics as the 
subject:

1.  Site size
2.  Age
3.  Gross Living Area (GLA)
4.  Bedroom
5.  Bathroom
6.  Garages
7.  Condition (if accessible or condition is known)

http://Rentometer.com/
http://Zillow/


Once you have three or more truly comparable 
sales, plug them into one or both of the rental models to 
determine the estimate of the market rents. Then take their 
individual sale prices and divide by estimated market rent. 
The product will be what is called a Gross Rent Multiplier 
(GRM). Reconcile the GRMs, selecting a GRM which you 
believe most closely approximates that of your subject. 
Multiply the derived GRM by the subject actual or estimated 
rent and you will have a rough valuation by our Income 
Approach.

Below is an example of a CMA. (Click the image to enlarge)

All information should be verified by the recipient and none is guaranteed as accurate by ARMLS.Prepared by Grant Van Dyke, Your Home SOLD in 59 © 2013 ARMLSDND2 ( Do Not Display or Disclose) - the data in fields marked with DND2 is confidential, for agent use only, and may not be sharedDays, Guaranteed* and FBS.with customers or clients in any manner whatsoever. 



Map and Comparable Sales
CMA: Mapping

Map of Subject And Comparable Properties

Legend
Active Sold Pending Temporary Off Market Cancelled Expired

1. 17444 N 32ND PL , Phoenix AZ 85032 (4941128) 2. 17427 N 35th PL , Phoenix AZ 85032 (4935536)

3. 3520 E ANDERSON DR , Phoenix AZ 85032 (4936136) 4. 17661 N 35th PL , Phoenix AZ 85032 (4923853)

5. 3537 E SAINT JOHN RD , Phoenix AZ 85032
(4878300)

6. 17643 N 35TH PL , Phoenix AZ 85032 (4883812)

7. 17221 N Paradise Park DR , Phoenix AZ 85032
(4905913)

8. 3225 E HARTFORD AVE , Phoenix AZ 85032
(4898129)

9. 3420 E HELENA DR , Phoenix AZ 85032 (4912395)



CMA: Statistical Summary

Price Analysis
Summary of Closed Listings

MLS # Address List Price ADOM CDOM Encoded
Features

Approx
SQFT

Price per
Approx SQFT

Sold
Date

Sold
Price

Total
Adjusts

Adjusted
Price

4878300 3537 E SAINT JOHN RD,
Phoenix AZ $149,500 3 3 32R2G 1,271 $118.02 03/08/

2013 $150,000 - $150,000

4883812 17643 N 35TH PL, Phoenix
AZ $154,900 13 13 32FR2G2S 1,176 $129.68 03/26/

2013 $152,500 - $152,500

4905913 17221 N Paradise Park DR,
Phoenix AZ $169,900 5 5 32RPO2G 1,259 $132.01 05/17/

2013 $166,200 - $166,200

4898129 3225 E HARTFORD AVE,
Phoenix AZ $168,000 10 10 31.75RP2G 1,374 $122.27 04/26/

2013 $168,000 - $168,000

4912395 3420 E HELENA DR,
Phoenix AZ $185,000 33 33 32RD2S 1,455 $123.71 05/01/

2013 $180,000 - $180,000

Summary of Pending Listings

MLS # Address Orig. List
Price ADOM CDOM Encoded

Features
Approx
SQFT

Price per Approx
SQFT List Price Total

Adjusts
Adjusted
Price

4923853 17661 N 35th PL,
Phoenix AZ $163,500 10 10 31.75FRP2G 1,297 $123.28 $159,900 - $159,900

Summary of Active Listings

MLS # Address Orig. List
Price ADOM CDOM Encoded

Features
Approx
SQFT

Price per Approx
SQFT List Price Total

Adjusts
Adjusted
Price

4941128 17444 N 32ND PL,
Phoenix AZ $146,000 8 8 32RXP2G 1,264 $115.51 $146,000 - $146,000

4935536 17427 N 35th PL,
Phoenix AZ $189,900 18 18 32RXO2G2S 1,370 $138.61 $189,900 - $189,900

Summary of UCB (Under Contract-Backups) Listings

MLS # Address Orig. List
Price ADOM CDOM Encoded

Features
Approx
SQFT

Price per Approx
SQFT List Price Total

Adjusts
Adjusted
Price

4936136 3520 E ANDERSON DR,
Phoenix AZ $189,900 17 17 32B2G2S 1,300 $146.08 $189,900 - $189,900

Low, Average, Median, and High Comparisons
Closed Pending Active UCB (Under Contract-Backups) Overall

Low $150,000 $159,900 $146,000 $189,900 $146,000
Average $163,340 $159,900 $167,950 $189,900 $166,933
Median $166,200 $159,900 $167,950 $189,900 $166,200
High $180,000 $159,900 $189,900 $189,900 $189,900

Overall Market Analysis (Unadjusted)

Status # List Vol. Avg. List
Price

Sold
Vol.

Avg. Sold
Price

Avg. Sale/
List Price

Avg.
Approx
SQFT

Avg. List
$/Approx SQFT

Avg. Sold
$/Approx SQFT

Avg.
ADOM

Avg.
CDOM

Closed 5 827,300 165,460 816,700 163,340 0.99 1,307 126.74 125.14 13 13
Pending 1 159,900 159,900 0 0 0.00 1,297 123.28 0.00 10 10
Active 2 335,900 167,950 0 0 0.00 1,317 127.06 0.00 13 13
UCB (Under
Contract-Backups) 1 189,900 189,900 0 0 0.00 1,300 146.08 0.00 17 17

Overall 9 1,513,000 168,111 816,700 163,340 0.99 1,307 128.58 125.14 13 13



Client Report (1) 17444 N 32ND PL Phoenix, AZ 85032 $146,000
4941128 Residential Single Family - Detached Active
Beds/Baths: 3 / 2
Bedrooms Plus: 3
Approx SqFt: 1,264 / Appraiser
Price/SqFt: $115.51
Year Built: 1980
Pool: Private
Encoded Features: 32RXP2G
Exterior Stories: 1
# of Interior Levels: 1
Dwelling Type: Single Family - Detached

Approx Lot SqFt: 8,403 / County Assessor
Apx Lot Size Range: 7,501 - 10,000
Subdivision: Parque Vista Estates
Tax Municipality: Maricopa - COUNTY
Marketing Name:
Planned Cmty Name:
Model:
Builder Name: UNKNOWN
Hun Block:
Map Code/Grid: K35
Bldg Number:

Ele Sch Dist: 069 - Paradise Valley Unified
District
Elementary School: Campo Bello
Jr. High School: Vista Verde

High School Dist #: 069 - Paradise Valley Unified
District
High School: Paradise Valley

Cross Streets: E Bell Rd & N 32nd St Directions: West on E Bell Rd, north on N 32nd St, east on E St. John Rd, south on N 32nd Pl to property.

Public Remarks: Comfortable 3 bedroom 2 bath family home in Paradise Valley school district. Nice open floor plan with tile and carpet flooring throughout. Floor to
ceiling brick fireplace in family room. Enclosed patio great for entertaining & your private pool in spacious back yard. RV gate for your toys. Great location close to
schools, shopping & golf!

Features Room Details Construction & Utilities County, Tax and Financing
Approx SqFt Range: 1,201 - 1,400
Garage Spaces: 2
Carport Spaces: 0
Total Covered Spaces: 2
Slab Parking Spaces: 0
Pool - Private: Pool - Private
Spa: None
Horses: N
Fireplace: 1 Fireplace; Fireplace
Family Rm
Landscaping: Desert Front
Flooring: Carpet; Tile

Kitchen Features: Range/Oven Elec;
Built-in Microwave
Master Bathroom: Full Bth Master
Bdrm
Laundry: Wshr/Dry HookUp Only
Dining Area: Eat-in Kitchen
Basement Description: None

Const - Finish: Painted
Construction: Frame - Wood
Roofing: Comp Shingle
Fencing: Block
Cooling: Refrigeration
Heating: Electric Heat
Utilities: APS
Water: City Water
Sewer: Sewer - Public

County Code: Maricopa
Legal Subdivision: PARQUE VISTA
ESTATES UNIT 6 LOT 412-544
AN: 214-01-508
Lot Number: 497
Town-Range-Section: 4N-3E-36
Cty Bk&Pg:
Plat:
Taxes/Yr: $895.52/2012
Ownership: Fee Simple
New Financing: Cash; FHA;
Conventional
Total Asum Mnth Pmts: $0
Down Payment: $0
Existing 1st Loan: Treat as
Free&Clear
Exist 1st Loan Terms:
Disclosures: Agency Discl Req
Possession: Close of Escrow

Fees & Homeowner Association Information
HOA Y/N: N / /

HOA 2 Y/N: N / /

HOA 3 Y/N: N / /

Association Fee Incl: No Fees
Assoc Rules/Info: None

Rec Center Fee Y/N: N / /
Rec Center Fee 2 Y/N: N / /
Land Lease Fee Y/N: N / /
PAD Fee Y/N: N / /

Ttl Mthly Fee Equiv: $0
Cap Imprv/Impact Fee: $ 0 $
Cap Impv/Impt Fee 2:$0 $

Listing Dates Pricing and Sale Info Listing Contract Info
CDOM/ADOM: 8 / 8
Status Change Date: 05/23/2013

List Price: $146,000 Special Listing Cond: HUD Owned Property

Listed by: Service First Realty LLC (srvc01)

Prepared by Grant Van Dyke, Your Home SOLD in 59
Days, Guaranteed*

All information should be verified by the recipient and none is guaranteed as accurate by ARMLS.
DND2 ( D o N ot D isplay or D isclose) - the data in fields marked with DND2 is confidential, for agent use only, and may not be shared

with customers or clients in any manner whatsoever.

© 2013 ARMLS
and FBS.



Client Report (2) 17427 N 35th PL Phoenix, AZ 85032 $189,900
4935536 Residential Single Family - Detached Active
Beds/Baths: 3 / 2
Bedrooms Plus: 3
Approx SqFt: 1,370 / County Assessor
Price/SqFt: $138.61
Year Built: 1979
Pool: None
Encoded Features: 32RXO2G2S
Exterior Stories: 1
# of Interior Levels: 1
Dwelling Type: Single Family - Detached

Approx Lot SqFt: 7,091 / County Assessor
Apx Lot Size Range: 1 - 7,500
Subdivision: Parque Vista
Tax Municipality: Phoenix
Marketing Name:
Planned Cmty Name:
Model:
Builder Name: Unknown
Hun Block: 17400 N
Map Code/Grid: K35
Bldg Number:

Ele Sch Dist: 069 - Paradise Valley Unified
District
Elementary School: Campo Bello
Jr. High School: Vista Verde

High School Dist #: 069 - Paradise Valley Unified
District
High School: Paradise Valley

Cross Streets: Bell Rd & 51 Frwy Directions: West on Bell Rd, North on 34th Way (curves West), North on Paradise Park Dr, East on Helena Dr, North on 35th Pl.

Public Remarks: COME SEE THIS BEAUTIFUL REMODELED HOME WITH NEW KITCHEN AND BATHROOM CABINETS,SINKS AND PLUMBING FIXTURES.
NEW STAINLESS STEEL APPLIANCES, NEW BACK DOORS TO PATIO, NEW TILE FLOORS SET ON A BRICK PATTERN. NEW CEILING FANS AND SOME
NEW LIGHTING FIXTURES. OPEN KITCHEN TO COZY FAMILY ROOM WITH BRICK FIRE PLACE. NEW CARPET IN BEDROOMSAND FRESH PAINT IN AND
OUT. ''TURN KEY'' MOVE IN READY. HURRY, HURRY,HURRY

Master Bedroom 14 13 Bedroom 2 11 10
Family Room 20 20

Bedroom 3 11 10
Kitchen 20 11

Features Room Details Construction & Utilities County, Tax and Financing
Approx SqFt Range: 1,201 - 1,400
Garage Spaces: 2
Carport Spaces: 0
Total Covered Spaces: 2
Slab Parking Spaces: 2
Parking Features: Electric Door
Opener; RV Gate; RV Parking; Side
Vehicle Entry
Pool - Private: No Pool
Spa: None
Horses: N
Fireplace: 1 Fireplace
Landscaping: Desert Front; Desert
Back; Grass Back; Yrd Wtring Sys
Front; Yrd Wtring Sys Back
Exterior Features: Covered Patio(s);
Storage Shed(s)
Flooring: Carpet; Tile

Kitchen Features: Range/Oven Elec;
Disposal; Dishwasher; Built-in
Microwave; Refrigerator; Kitchen Island
Master Bathroom: 3/4 Bath Master
Bdrm
Laundry: Laundry in Garage
Dining Area: Eat-in Kitchen
Other Rooms: Great Room
Basement Description: None

Architecture: Ranch
Unit Style: All on One Level
Const - Finish: Painted
Construction: Block
Roofing: Comp Shingle
Fencing: Block
Cooling: Refrigeration; Evaporative
Heating: Electric Heat
Utilities: APS
Water: City Water
Sewer: Sewer - Public; Sewer in &
Cnctd
Services: City Services
Technology: Cable TV Avail
Energy/Green Feature: Ceiling
Fan(s)

County Code: Maricopa
Legal Subdivision:
AN: 214-01-204
Lot Number: 198
Town-Range-Section: --
Cty Bk&Pg:
Plat:
Taxes/Yr: $999/2012
Ownership: Fee Simple
New Financing: Cash; VA; FHA;
Conventional
Total Asum Mnth Pmts: $0
Down Payment: $0
Existing 1st Loan: Treat as
Free&Clear
Exist 1st Loan Terms:
Disclosures: Agency Discl Req
Possession: By Agreement

Fees & Homeowner Association Information
HOA Y/N: N / /

HOA 2 Y/N: N / /

HOA 3 Y/N: N / /

Association Fee Incl: No Fees
Assoc Rules/Info: None

Rec Center Fee Y/N: N / /
Rec Center Fee 2 Y/N: N / /
Land Lease Fee Y/N: N / /
PAD Fee Y/N: N / /

Ttl Mthly Fee Equiv: $0
Cap Imprv/Impact Fee: % 0 %
Cap Impv/Impt Fee 2:%0 %

Listing Dates Pricing and Sale Info Listing Contract Info
CDOM/ADOM: 18 / 18
Status Change Date: 05/13/2013

List Price: $189,900 Special Listing Cond: N/A

Listed by: West USA Realty (wusa02)

Prepared by Grant Van Dyke, Your Home SOLD in 59
Days, Guaranteed*

All information should be verified by the recipient and none is guaranteed as accurate by ARMLS.
DND2 ( D o N ot D isplay or D isclose) - the data in fields marked with DND2 is confidential, for agent use only, and may not be shared

with customers or clients in any manner whatsoever.

© 2013 ARMLS
and FBS.



Client Report (3) 3520 E ANDERSON DR Phoenix, AZ 85032 $189,900
4936136 Residential Single Family - Detached UCB (Under Contract-Backups)
Beds/Baths: 3 / 2
Bedrooms Plus: 3
Approx SqFt: 1,300 / Owner
Price/SqFt: $146.08
Year Built: 1982
Pool: None
Encoded Features: 32B2G2S
Exterior Stories: 1
# of Interior Levels: 1
Dwelling Type: Single Family - Detached

Approx Lot SqFt: 6,905 / County Assessor
Apx Lot Size Range: 1 - 7,500
Subdivision: Parque Vista Estates Unit 5
Tax Municipality: Phoenix
Marketing Name:
Planned Cmty Name:
Model:
Builder Name: Unknown
Hun Block:
Map Code/Grid: K35
Bldg Number:

Ele Sch Dist: 069 - Paradise Valley Unified
District
Elementary School: Campo Bello
Jr. High School: Vista Verde

High School Dist #: 069 - Paradise Valley Unified
District
High School: Paradise Valley

Cross Streets: 32nd Street and Bell Road Directions: East on Bell Road, North on 34th Way, Right on N Paradise Park Drive, Left on Campo Bello Drive, Left on
Anderson Drive, property is on the right side.

Public Remarks: TOTAL REMODEL!! Absolutely GORGEOUS!! Your clients will love the new carpet in the bedrooms and the new 20'' tile in all other areas. The
kitchen boasts beautiful new granite countertops with glass tiled backsplash and 42'' custom cabinets, all this and a new flat top range, new refrigerator, new built-in
microwave, new dishwasher, and new recessed lighting, WOW! Enjoy eating at the breakfast bar or in the dining area as you look through your new arcadia door that
leads you to your covered patio and a newly landscaped backyard. Both bathrooms have new granite countertops and new light/plumbing fixtures. The master bath
has a Jacuzzi tub and a custom tiled shower with glass tiled accents.

Features Room Details Construction & Utilities County, Tax and Financing
Approx SqFt Range: 1,201 - 1,400
Garage Spaces: 2
Carport Spaces: 0
Total Covered Spaces: 2
Slab Parking Spaces: 2
Parking Features: Electric Door
Opener
Pool - Private: No Pool
Spa: None
Horses: N
Fireplace: No Fireplace
Landscaping: Desert Front; Desert
Back; Grass Back
Exterior Features: Covered Patio(s)
Flooring: Carpet; Tile
Windows: Dual Pane

Kitchen Features: Range/Oven Elec;
Cook Top Elec; Disposal; Dishwasher;
Built-in Microwave; Refrigerator; Granite
Countertops
Master Bathroom: Tub with Jets
Additional Bedroom: Separate Bdrm
Exit
Laundry: Wshr/Dry HookUp Only;
Inside Laundry
Dining Area: Breakfast Bar;
Breakfast Room
Basement Description: None
Items Updated: Floor Yr Updated:
2013; Kitchen Yr Updated: 2013;
Bath(s) Yr Updated: 2013

Architecture: Ranch
Unit Style: All on One Level
Const - Finish: Painted
Construction: Frame - Wood
Roofing: Comp Shingle
Fencing: Block
Cooling: Both Refrig & Evap
Heating: Electric Heat
Utilities: APS
Water: City Water
Sewer: Sewer - Public
Services: City Services

County Code: Maricopa
Legal Subdivision: PARQUE VISTA
ESTATES UNIT 5 LOT 317-411
AN: 214-01-336
Lot Number: 325
Town-Range-Section: 4N-3E-36
Cty Bk&Pg:
Plat:
Taxes/Yr: $831.46/2012
Ownership: Fee Simple
New Financing: Cash; VA; FHA;
Conventional
Total Asum Mnth Pmts: $0
Down Payment: $0
Existing 1st Loan: Treat as
Free&Clear
Exist 1st Loan Terms:
Disclosures: Agency Discl Req
Possession: Close of Escrow

Fees & Homeowner Association Information
HOA Y/N: N / /

HOA 2 Y/N: N / /

HOA 3 Y/N: N / /

Association Fee Incl: No Fees
Assoc Rules/Info: None

Rec Center Fee Y/N: N / /
Rec Center Fee 2 Y/N: N / /
Land Lease Fee Y/N: N / /
PAD Fee Y/N: N / /

Ttl Mthly Fee Equiv: $0
Cap Imprv/Impact Fee: % 0 %
Cap Impv/Impt Fee 2:%0 %

Listing Dates Pricing and Sale Info Listing Contract Info
CDOM/ADOM: 17 / 17
Status Change Date: 05/18/2013

List Price: $189,900 Special Listing Cond: N/A

Listed by: HomeSmart (cril03)

Prepared by Grant Van Dyke, Your Home SOLD in 59
Days, Guaranteed*

All information should be verified by the recipient and none is guaranteed as accurate by ARMLS.
DND2 ( D o N ot D isplay or D isclose) - the data in fields marked with DND2 is confidential, for agent use only, and may not be shared

with customers or clients in any manner whatsoever.

© 2013 ARMLS
and FBS.



Client Report (4) 17661 N 35th PL Phoenix, AZ 85032 $159,900
4923853 Residential Single Family - Detached Pending
Beds/Baths: 3 / 1.75
Bedrooms Plus: 3
Approx SqFt: 1,297 / County Assessor
Price/SqFt: $123.28
Year Built: 1979
Pool: Private
Encoded Features: 31.75FRP2G
Exterior Stories: 1
# of Interior Levels: 1
Dwelling Type: Single Family - Detached

Approx Lot SqFt: 6,749 / County Assessor
Apx Lot Size Range: 1 - 7,500
Subdivision: PARQUE VISTA ESTATES
Tax Municipality: Phoenix
Marketing Name:
Planned Cmty Name:
Model:
Builder Name: UKN
Hun Block: 3550 E
Map Code/Grid: K35
Bldg Number:

Ele Sch Dist: 069 - Paradise Valley Unified
District
Elementary School: Campo Bello
Jr. High School: Vista Verde

High School Dist #: 069 - Paradise Valley Unified
District
High School: Paradise Valley

Cross Streets: BELL / 34TH WAY Directions: NORTH ON 34TH WAY, EAST ON PARADISE PARK, RIGHT ON GROVERS, RIGHT ON 35TH PL.

Public Remarks: TRADITIONAL SALE!! Quiet location. Great find with 3 bedrooms,1.75 baths, 2 car garage and a swimming pool. Fenced play pool, all desert
landscaping with drip in front, living room and family room, new paint and hardware, master with walk in closet. Covered patio. Well maintained home. Wonderful play
pool - great for entertaining!! Lots more to offer!

Features Room Details Construction & Utilities County, Tax and Financing
Approx SqFt Range: 1,201 - 1,400
Garage Spaces: 2
Carport Spaces: 0
Total Covered Spaces: 2
Slab Parking Spaces: 0
Parking Features: Electric Door
Opener; RV Parking
Pool - Private: Fenced Pool; Play
Pool
Spa: None
Horses: N
Fireplace: No Fireplace
Landscaping: Desert Front; Desert
Back
Exterior Features: Covered Patio(s)
Flooring: Carpet; Tile

Kitchen Features: Disposal;
Dishwasher
Master Bathroom: 3/4 Bath Master
Bdrm
Additional Bedroom: Mstr Bdr
Walkin Clst
Laundry: Inside Laundry
Dining Area: Eat-in Kitchen;
Breakfast Room
Other Rooms: Family Room
Basement Description: None
Items Updated: Pool Partial/Full: Full

Const - Finish: Stucco
Construction: Block
Roofing: Comp Shingle
Fencing: Block
Cooling: Refrigeration
Heating: Electric Heat
Utilities: APS
Water: City Water
Sewer: Sewer - Public
Services: City Services
Technology: Cable TV Avail
Energy/Green Feature: Ceiling
Fan(s)

County Code: Maricopa
Legal Subdivision:
AN: 214-01-252-A
Lot Number: 243
Town-Range-Section: --
Cty Bk&Pg:
Plat:
Taxes/Yr: $1,178/2012
Ownership: Fee Simple
New Financing: Cash; FHA;
Conventional
Total Asum Mnth Pmts: $0
Down Payment: $0
Existing 1st Loan: Treat as
Free&Clear
Exist 1st Loan Terms: Non
Assumable
Disclosures: Seller Disc Avail
Possession: By Agreement

Fees & Homeowner Association Information
HOA Y/N: N / /

HOA 2 Y/N: N / /

HOA 3 Y/N: N / /

Association Fee Incl: No Fees
Assoc Rules/Info: Pets OK (See Rmrks)

Rec Center Fee Y/N: N / /
Rec Center Fee 2 Y/N: N / /
Land Lease Fee Y/N: N / /
PAD Fee Y/N: N / /

Ttl Mthly Fee Equiv: $0
Cap Imprv/Impact Fee: $ 0 $
Cap Impv/Impt Fee 2:$0 $

Listing Dates Pricing and Sale Info Listing Contract Info
CDOM/ADOM: 10 / 10
Status Change Date: 04/30/2013
Off Market Date: 04/30/2013

List Price: $159,900 Special Listing Cond: N/A

Listed by: Keller Williams Rlty Lifestyle (kwaz09)

Prepared by Grant Van Dyke, Your Home SOLD in 59
Days, Guaranteed*

All information should be verified by the recipient and none is guaranteed as accurate by ARMLS.
DND2 ( D o N ot D isplay or D isclose) - the data in fields marked with DND2 is confidential, for agent use only, and may not be shared

with customers or clients in any manner whatsoever.

© 2013 ARMLS
and FBS.



Buyr Concess to Sell: 0 $
Sellr Concess to Buy: 3 %
Closing Cost Split: Seller Paid - S

Listed by: HomeSmart (cril14)

Prepared by Grant Van Dyke, Your Home SOLD in 59
Days, Guaranteed*

All information should be verified by the recipient and none is guaranteed as accurate by ARMLS.
DND2 ( D o N ot D isplay or D isclose) - the data in fields marked with DND2 is confidential, for agent use only, and may not be shared

with customers or clients in any manner whatsoever.

© 2013 ARMLS
and FBS.

Client Report (5) 3537 E SAINT JOHN RD Phoenix, AZ 85032 $150,000
4878300 Residential Single Family - Detached Closed
Beds/Baths: 3 / 2
Bedrooms Plus: 3
Approx SqFt: 1,271 / County Assessor
Price/SqFt: $118.01
Year Built: 1979
Pool: None
Encoded Features: 32R2G
Exterior Stories: 1
# of Interior Levels: 1
Dwelling Type: Single Family - Detached

Approx Lot SqFt: 6,782 / County Assessor
Apx Lot Size Range: 1 - 7,500
Subdivision: Parque Vista Estates
Tax Municipality: Phoenix
Marketing Name:
Planned Cmty Name:
Model:
Builder Name: unknown
Hun Block: 17000 N
Map Code/Grid: K36
Bldg Number:

Ele Sch Dist: 069 - Paradise Valley Unified
District
Elementary School: Campo Verde
Jr. High School: Vista Verde

High School Dist #: 069 - Paradise Valley Unified
District
High School: Paradise Valley

Cross Streets: North Paradise Park Dr and Saint John Rd Directions: from the 51 freeway take the Bell exit west to 34th Way,go north on 34th Way to Paradise
Park Dr turn east or right and go several blocks to Saint John turn right, home is on right.

Public Remarks: If you are looking for a great 3 bedroom 2 bath home with a large backyard then all you need to do is bring your suitcase and furniture this is it!
With all large tile floors and open great room from living room to dining to a remodeled kitchen with granite counter tops it's obvious how this home has been cared
for. Owners have added some nice extra features like tile base boards, completely remodeled master bath, neutral paint, many windows are now dual pane and low e
to save energy. Newer roof and heat pump still under warranty. Large back covered patio with over-sized grass area and many other options are ready to have your
personal touch added. Inside laundry and all appliances stay too! Call and set up a time to see today before this one gets away.

Master Bedroom 13.01 12.11 Bedroom 2 9.10 10.01 Bedroom 3 10.2 9.06
Kitchen 12.09 9.07 Dining Room 12.01 10.01 Living Room 13.08 16.03

Features Room Details Construction & Utilities County, Tax and Financing
Approx SqFt Range: 1,201 - 1,400
Garage Spaces: 2
Carport Spaces: 0
Total Covered Spaces: 2
Slab Parking Spaces: 0
Pool - Private: No Pool
Spa: None
Horses: N
Fireplace: No Fireplace
Landscaping: Gravel/Stone Front;
Gravel/Stone Back; Grass Back;
Yrd Wtring Sys Back; Irrigation
Front
Exterior Features: Covered Patio(s)
Features: No Interior Steps
Add'l Property Use: None
Flooring: Tile
Windows: Sunscreen(s); Dual Pane;
Low-E

Kitchen Features: Range/Oven Elec;
Disposal; Dishwasher; Built-in
Microwave; Engy Star (See Rmks);
Granite Countertops
Master Bathroom: 3/4 Bath Master
Bdrm
Additional Bedroom: Mstr Bdr
Walkin Clst
Laundry: Washer Included; Dryer
Included; Inside Laundry
Dining Area: Eat-in Kitchen;
Breakfast Bar
Basement Description: None
Items Updated: Floor Yr Updated:
2009; Floor Partial/Full: Full; Ht/
Cool Yr Updated: 2011; Ht/Cool
Partial/Full: Full; Roof Yr Updated:
2011; Roof Partial/Full: Full; Kitchen
Yr Updated: 2009; Kitchen Partial/
Full: Full; Bath(s) Yr Updated: 2010;
Bath(s) Partial/Full: Full

Architecture: Ranch
Const - Finish: Painted
Construction: Block
Roofing: Comp Shingle
Fencing: Block
Cooling: Refrigeration; HVAC SEER
Rating: 14
Heating: Electric Heat
Utilities: APS
Water: City Water
Sewer: Sewer - Public
Services: City Services
Technology: Pre-Wire Srnd Snd;
Cable TV Avail; HighSpd Intrnt Aval
Energy/Green Feature: Ceiling
Fan(s)

County Code: Maricopa
Legal Subdivision: PARQUE VISTA
ESTATES UNIT 3 LOT 136-229
AN: 214-01-224
Lot Number: 218
Town-Range-Section: 4N-3E-36
Cty Bk&Pg:
Plat:
Taxes/Yr: $917/2012
Ownership: Fee Simple
New Financing: Cash; VA; FHA;
Conventional
Total Asum Mnth Pmts: $0
Down Payment: $0
Existing 1st Loan: FHA
Exist 1st Loan Terms: Non
Assumable
Disclosures: Seller Disc Avail;
Agency Discl Req
Miscellaneous: Home Warranty
Possession: By Agreement

Fees & Homeowner Association Information
HOA Y/N: N / /

HOA 2 Y/N: N / /

HOA 3 Y/N: / /

Association Fee Incl: No Fees
Assoc Rules/Info: None

Rec Center Fee Y/N: N / /
Rec Center Fee 2 Y/N: / /
Land Lease Fee Y/N: N / /
PAD Fee Y/N: N / /

Ttl Mthly Fee Equiv: $0
Cap Imprv/Impact Fee: $ 0 $
Cap Impv/Impt Fee 2:

Listing Dates Pricing and Sale Info Listing Contract Info
CDOM/ADOM: 3 / 3
Status Change Date: 03/09/2013
Close of Escrow Date: 03/08/2013
Off Market Date: 01/24/2013

List Price: $149,500
Sold Price: $150,000
Sold Price/SqFt: $118.02
Loan Type: FHA
Loan Years: 30
Payment Type: Fixed

Special Listing Cond: N/A



Client Report (6) 17643 N 35TH PL Phoenix, AZ 85032 $152,500
4883812 Residential Single Family - Detached Closed
Beds/Baths: 3 / 2
Bedrooms Plus: 3
Approx SqFt: 1,176 / County Assessor
Price/SqFt: $129.67
Year Built: 1979
Pool: None
Encoded Features: 32FR2G2S
Exterior Stories: 1
# of Interior Levels: 1
Dwelling Type: Single Family - Detached

Approx Lot SqFt: 8,210 / County Assessor
Apx Lot Size Range: 7,501 - 10,000
Subdivision: Parque Vista Estates
Tax Municipality: Phoenix
Marketing Name: remodeled
Planned Cmty Name:
Model:
Builder Name: Unknown
Hun Block: 17600 N
Map Code/Grid: K35
Bldg Number:

Ele Sch Dist: 069 - Paradise Valley Unified
District
Elementary School: Campo Bello
Jr. High School: Vista Verde

High School Dist #: 069 - Paradise Valley Unified
District
High School: Paradise Valley

Cross Streets: 51 Frwy & Bell Rd Directions: West on Bell Rd, North on 34th Way, North East on Paradise Park Dr, East on St. John Rd, North on 35th Pl.

Public Remarks: CLEAN NEAT AND READY TO GO. MOVE IN READY 3 BEDROOM, 2 BATH WITH ALL NEW TILE FLOORING, NEW CARPET, STAINLESS
STEEL APPLIANCES,3 D FORMICA COUNTER TOPS,FRESH PAINT, NEWER STUCCO EXTERIOR,NEWER ROOF AND AC. EASY TO SHOW AND IT WILL
SELL IT'S SELF.

Features Room Details Construction & Utilities County, Tax and Financing
Approx SqFt Range: 1,000 - 1,200
Garage Spaces: 2
Carport Spaces: 0
Total Covered Spaces: 2
Slab Parking Spaces: 2
Parking Features: Attch'd Gar
Cabinets; RV Gate; RV Parking;
Side Vehicle Entry
Pool - Private: No Pool
Spa: None
Horses: N
Fireplace: No Fireplace
Landscaping: Desert Front; Desert
Back
Exterior Features: Patio; Covered
Patio(s); Storage Shed(s)
Flooring: Carpet; Tile

Kitchen Features: Range/Oven Elec;
Built-in Microwave
Master Bathroom: Full Bth Master
Bdrm
Laundry: Wshr/Dry HookUp Only
Dining Area: Eat-in Kitchen
Other Rooms: Family Room
Basement Description: None
Items Updated: Floor Yr Updated:
2013; Floor Partial/Full: Partial

Const - Finish: Painted; Stucco
Construction: Block
Roofing: Comp Shingle
Fencing: Block
Cooling: Refrigeration
Heating: Electric Heat
Utilities: APS
Water: City Water
Sewer: Sewer - Public; Sewer in &
Cnctd
Services: City Services
Energy/Green Feature: Ceiling
Fan(s); HERS Rating Y/N: N

County Code: Maricopa
Legal Subdivision: PARQUE VISTA
ESTATES UNIT 4 LOT 230-316
AN: 214-01-255
Lot Number: 246
Town-Range-Section: 4N-3E-36
Cty Bk&Pg:
Plat:
Taxes/Yr: $1,020/2012
Ownership: Fee Simple
New Financing: Cash; VA; FHA;
Conventional
Total Asum Mnth Pmts: $0
Down Payment: $0
Existing 1st Loan: Treat as
Free&Clear
Exist 1st Loan Terms:
Disclosures: None
Possession: By Agreement

Fees & Homeowner Association Information
HOA Y/N: N / /

HOA 2 Y/N: N / /

HOA 3 Y/N: N / /

Association Fee Incl: No Fees
Assoc Rules/Info: None

Rec Center Fee Y/N: N / /
Rec Center Fee 2 Y/N: N / /
Land Lease Fee Y/N: N / /
PAD Fee Y/N: N / /

Ttl Mthly Fee Equiv: $0
Cap Imprv/Impact Fee: $ 0 $
Cap Impv/Impt Fee 2:$0 $

Listing Dates Pricing and Sale Info Listing Contract Info
CDOM/ADOM: 13 / 13
Status Change Date: 03/27/2013
Close of Escrow Date: 03/26/2013
Off Market Date: 02/14/2013

List Price: $154,900
Sold Price: $152,500
Sold Price/SqFt: $129.68
Loan Type: Conventional
Loan Years: 30
Payment Type: Other
Buyr Concess to Sell: 0 $
Sellr Concess to Buy: 3 %
Closing Cost Split: Seller Assist - A

Special Listing Cond: N/A

Listed by: West USA Realty (wusa02)

Prepared by Grant Van Dyke, Your Home SOLD in 59
Days, Guaranteed*

All information should be verified by the recipient and none is guaranteed as accurate by ARMLS.
DND2 ( D o N ot D isplay or D isclose) - the data in fields marked with DND2 is confidential, for agent use only, and may not be shared

with customers or clients in any manner whatsoever.

© 2013 ARMLS
and FBS.



Client Report (7) 17221 N Paradise Park DR Phoenix, AZ 85032 $166,200
4905913 Residential Single Family - Detached Closed
Beds/Baths: 3 / 2
Bedrooms Plus: 3
Approx SqFt: 1,259 / County Assessor
Price/SqFt: $132.01
Year Built: 1979
Pool: Private
Encoded Features: 32RPO2G
Exterior Stories: 1
# of Interior Levels: 1
Dwelling Type: Single Family - Detached

Approx Lot SqFt: 8,201 / County Assessor
Apx Lot Size Range: 7,501 - 10,000
Subdivision: Parque Vista Estates Unit 5 MCR 206-32
Tax Municipality: Phoenix
Marketing Name: Parque Vista Estates
Planned Cmty Name:
Model:
Builder Name: Unk
Hun Block: 17221 N
Map Code/Grid: K35
Bldg Number:

Ele Sch Dist: 069 - Paradise Valley Unified
District
Elementary School: Campo Bello
Jr. High School: Vista Verde

High School Dist #: 069 - Paradise Valley Unified
District
High School: Paradise Valley

Cross Streets: 32nd Street & Bell Road Directions: West to 34th Street, North to Paradise Park Drive, West to Property on South side of the Street.

Public Remarks: Charming Paradise Valley Area Single Family home on an Oversized Private Lot! 3 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, meticulously maintained single level
home. Many upgrades and updates. Very functional open floor plan. Light and Bright. Stunning view to the pool and back yard. Entertainer's dream yard. Oversized
Corner lot with unique privacy. RV Parking; Gates on both side. Turn-Key condition. High demand location with convenience to freeways, shopping, schools and
restaurants.

Master Bedroom 13 13 Bedroom 2 9 10 Bedroom 3 9 10
Kitchen 15 10 Dining Room 15 10 Living Room 13 15

Features Room Details Construction & Utilities County, Tax and Financing
Approx SqFt Range: 1,201 - 1,400
Garage Spaces: 2
Carport Spaces: 0
Total Covered Spaces: 2
Slab Parking Spaces: 0
Parking Features: Electric Door
Opener; RV Gate; RV Parking
Pool - Private: Pool - Private; Play
Pool
Spa: None
Horses: N
Fireplace: No Fireplace
Property Description: Cul-De-Sac
Lot; Corner Lot; Mountain View(s);
North/South Exposure
Landscaping: Desert Front; Grass
Back; Yrd Wtring Sys Back; Auto
Timer H2O Back
Exterior Features: Patio; Covered
Patio(s)
Flooring: Tile; Wood

Kitchen Features: Range/Oven Elec;
Disposal; Pantry
Master Bathroom: 3/4 Bath Master
Bdrm
Additional Bedroom: Mstr Bdr
Walkin Clst
Laundry: Inside Laundry
Dining Area: Eat-in Kitchen;
Breakfast Bar; Breakfast Room
Other Rooms: Great Room
Basement Description: None
Items Updated: Floor Yr Updated:
2008; Floor Partial/Full: Full; Plmbg
Yr Updated: 2010; Plmbg Partial/
Full: Partial; Ht/Cool Yr Updated:
2004; Ht/Cool Partial/Full: Full;
Kitchen Yr Updated: 2004; Kitchen
Partial/Full: Partial; Bath(s) Yr
Updated: 2012; Bath(s) Partial/Full:
Partial; Pool Yr Updated: 2013;
Pool Partial/Full: Partial

Architecture: Ranch; Contemporary;
Other (See Remarks)
Const - Finish: Painted
Construction: Slump Block
Roofing: Comp Shingle
Fencing: Block
Cooling: Refrigeration
Heating: Electric Heat
Utilities: APS
Water: City Water
Sewer: Sewer - Public
Services: City Services
Technology: Cable TV Avail;
HighSpd Intrnt Aval
Energy/Green Feature: Ceiling
Fan(s)

County Code: Maricopa
Legal Subdivision: PARQUE VISTA
ESTATES UNIT 5 LOT 317-411
AN: 214-01-370
Lot Number: 359
Town-Range-Section: 4N-3E-36
Cty Bk&Pg:
Plat:
Taxes/Yr: $999/2012
Ownership: Fee Simple
New Financing: Cash; VA; FHA;
Conventional
Total Asum Mnth Pmts: $0
Down Payment: $0
Existing 1st Loan: Treat as
Free&Clear
Exist 1st Loan Terms: Non
Assumable
Disclosures: Seller Disc Avail;
Agency Discl Req
Possession: By Agreement

Fees & Homeowner Association Information
HOA Y/N: N / /

HOA 2 Y/N: N / /

HOA 3 Y/N: N / /

Association Fee Incl: No Fees
Assoc Rules/Info: None

Rec Center Fee Y/N: N / /
Rec Center Fee 2 Y/N: N / /
Land Lease Fee Y/N: N / /
PAD Fee Y/N: N / /

Ttl Mthly Fee Equiv: $0
Cap Imprv/Impact Fee: $ 0 $
Cap Impv/Impt Fee 2:$0 $

Listing Dates Pricing and Sale Info Listing Contract Info
CDOM/ADOM: 5 / 5
Status Change Date: 05/20/2013
Close of Escrow Date: 05/17/2013
Off Market Date: 03/22/2013

List Price: $169,900
Sold Price: $166,200
Sold Price/SqFt: $132.01
Loan Type: Cash
Loan Years: 0
Payment Type: Other
Buyr Concess to Sell: 0 %
Sellr Concess to Buy: 0 %

Special Listing Cond: N/A

Closing Cost Split: Normal - N

Listed by: Munro Realty International (mrii01)

Prepared by Grant Van Dyke, Your Home SOLD in 59
Days, Guaranteed*

All information should be verified by the recipient and none is guaranteed as accurate by ARMLS.
DND2 ( D o N ot D isplay or D isclose) - the data in fields marked with DND2 is confidential, for agent use only, and may not be shared

with customers or clients in any manner whatsoever.

© 2013 ARMLS
and FBS.



Client Report (8) 3225 E HARTFORD AVE Phoenix, AZ 85032 $168,000
4898129 Residential Single Family - Detached Closed
Beds/Baths: 3 / 1.75
Bedrooms Plus: 3
Approx SqFt: 1,374 / County Assessor
Price/SqFt: $122.27
Year Built: 1979
Pool: Private
Encoded Features: 31.75RP2G
Exterior Stories: 1
# of Interior Levels: 1
Dwelling Type: Single Family - Detached

Approx Lot SqFt: 7,263 / County Assessor
Apx Lot Size Range: 1 - 7,500
Subdivision: Parque Vista Estates
Tax Municipality: Phoenix
Marketing Name:
Planned Cmty Name:
Model:
Builder Name: Unknown
Hun Block:
Map Code/Grid: K35
Bldg Number:

Ele Sch Dist: 069 - Paradise Valley Unified
District
Elementary School: Campo Bello
Jr. High School: Vista Verde

High School Dist #: 069 - Paradise Valley Unified
District
High School: Paradise Valley

Cross Streets: Bell Rd & 32nd St Directions: North on 32nd St to Campobello, to 32nd Pl to Hartford

Public Remarks: Fresh new interior and exterior paint. 3 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms with 2 car garage. Large bedrooms. Master bedroom has separate exit to back
yard and pool. Octagon cove in Dining Area. Block construction. Located near Paradise Valley Community College, SR51, shopping, etc. Brand new appliances

Master Bedroom 13'2' 14'3' Bedroom 2 10 12'3 Bedroom 3 14'10' 11'2
Kitchen 10'2' 6'6' Dining Room 11'2' 12'4' Living Room 16 14'1'

Features Room Details Construction & Utilities County, Tax and Financing
Approx SqFt Range: 1,201 - 1,400
Garage Spaces: 2
Carport Spaces: 0
Total Covered Spaces: 2
Slab Parking Spaces: 0
Pool - Private: Pool - Private
Spa: None
Horses: N
Fireplace: No Fireplace
Property Description: North/South
Exposure
Landscaping: Dirt Back; Gravel/
Stone Front
Flooring: Carpet; Tile

Kitchen Features: Range/Oven Elec;
Cook Top Elec; Dishwasher;
Refrigerator
Master Bathroom: 3/4 Bath Master
Bdrm
Additional Bedroom: Separate Bdrm
Exit
Laundry: Wshr/Dry HookUp Only;
Laundry in Garage
Dining Area: Dining in LR/GR
Basement Description: None

Architecture: Ranch
Const - Finish: Other (See Remarks)
Construction: Block
Roofing: Comp Shingle
Fencing: Block
Cooling: Refrigeration
Heating: Electric Heat
Plumbing: Electric Hot Wtr Htr
Utilities: APS
Water: City Water
Sewer: Sewer - Public; Sewer in &
Cnctd
Services: City Services
Technology: Cable TV Avail;
HighSpd Intrnt Aval
Energy/Green Feature: Ceiling
Fan(s)

County Code: Maricopa
Legal Subdivision: PARQUE VISTA
ESTATES UNIT 5 LOT 317-411
AN: 214-01-394
Lot Number: 383
Town-Range-Section: 4N-3E-36
Cty Bk&Pg:
Plat:
Taxes/Yr: $1,057.16/2012
Ownership: Fee Simple
New Financing: Cash; VA;
Conventional
Total Asum Mnth Pmts: $0
Down Payment: $0
Existing 1st Loan: Treat as
Free&Clear
Exist 1st Loan Terms:
Disclosures: Seller Disc Avail;
Agency Discl Req
Possession: Close of Escrow

Fees & Homeowner Association Information
HOA Y/N: N / /

HOA 2 Y/N: N / /

HOA 3 Y/N: N / /

Association Fee Incl: No Fees
Assoc Rules/Info: None

Rec Center Fee Y/N: N / /
Rec Center Fee 2 Y/N: N / /
Land Lease Fee Y/N: N / /
PAD Fee Y/N: N / /

Ttl Mthly Fee Equiv: $0
Cap Imprv/Impact Fee: $ 0 $
Cap Impv/Impt Fee 2:$0 $

Listing Dates Pricing and Sale Info Listing Contract Info
CDOM/ADOM: 10 / 10
Status Change Date: 04/27/2013
Close of Escrow Date: 04/26/2013
Off Market Date: 03/20/2013

List Price: $168,000
Sold Price: $168,000
Sold Price/SqFt: $122.27
Loan Type: Conventional
Loan Years: 30
Payment Type: Fixed
Buyr Concess to Sell: 0 %
Sellr Concess to Buy: 0 %
Closing Cost Split: Normal - N

Special Listing Cond: N/A

Listed by: Keller Williams Integrity First Realty (kwif01)
Prepared by Grant Van Dyke, Your Home SOLD in 59
Days, Guaranteed*

All information should be verified by the recipient and none is guaranteed as accurate by ARMLS.
DND2 ( D o N ot D isplay or D isclose) - the data in fields marked with DND2 is confidential, for agent use only, and may not be shared

with customers or clients in any manner whatsoever.

© 2013 ARMLS
and FBS.



Client Report (9) 3420 E HELENA DR Phoenix, AZ 85032 $180,000
4912395 Residential Single Family - Detached Closed
Beds/Baths: 3 / 2
Bedrooms Plus: 3
Approx SqFt: 1,455 / Builder
Price/SqFt: $123.71
Year Built: 1980
Pool: None
Encoded Features: 32RD2S
Exterior Stories: 1
# of Interior Levels: 1
Dwelling Type: Single Family - Detached

Approx Lot SqFt: 6,834 / County Assessor
Apx Lot Size Range: 1 - 7,500
Subdivision: Parque Vista Estates
Tax Municipality: Phoenix
Marketing Name:
Planned Cmty Name:
Model:
Builder Name: unknown
Hun Block:
Map Code/Grid: K35
Bldg Number:

Ele Sch Dist: 069 - Paradise Valley Unified
District
Elementary School: Campo Bello
Jr. High School: Vista Verde

High School Dist #: 069 - Paradise Valley Unified
District
High School: Paradise Valley

Cross Streets: 32nd St & Bell Directions: North on 32nd St to Campo Bello, East to first left, right on Helena to property on left (North side).

Public Remarks: This remodel is an entertainer's dream. Incredible large open kitchen with built in fridge surrounded by pantry cabs. Cabinet space galore!
Breakfast bar that opens to living room. Bonus dining/family room as well. The backyard features an incredible fire pit seating area and a built in BBQ area ready for
your equipment. Generous yard space as well. 3 big bedrooms with two double vanity baths. Granite slab in kitchen and baths (and laundry). Large laundry with
custom cabs and room for more. Master offers large walk-in, double vanity and custom shower surround. All new double pane windows and interior doors. Permitted
additions not yet reflected in tax record. Stacked flag accents in front with RV gates and room to park a vehicle. Large driveway. Professional front landscaping and
more!

Features Room Details Construction & Utilities County, Tax and Financing
Approx SqFt Range: 1,401 - 1,600
Garage Spaces: 0
Carport Spaces: 0
Total Covered Spaces: 0
Slab Parking Spaces: 2
Parking Features: RV Gate
Pool - Private: No Pool
Spa: None
Horses: N
Fireplace: No Fireplace
Landscaping: Desert Front; Desert
Back

Kitchen Features: Range/Oven Elec;
Dishwasher; Built-in Microwave;
Refrigerator
Master Bathroom: Full Bth Master
Bdrm; Double Sinks
Additional Bedroom: Mstr Bdr
Walkin Clst
Laundry: Inside Laundry
Dining Area: Formal; Breakfast Bar
Basement Description: None

Const - Finish: Stucco
Construction: Frame - Wood
Roofing: Comp Shingle
Fencing: Block
Cooling: Refrigeration
Heating: Electric Heat
Plumbing: Electric Hot Wtr Htr
Utilities: APS
Water: City Water
Sewer: Sewer - Public

County Code: Maricopa
Legal Subdivision: PARQUE VISTA
ESTATES UNIT 6 LOT 412-544
AN: 214-01-464
Lot Number: 453
Town-Range-Section: 4N-3E-36
Cty Bk&Pg:
Plat:
Taxes/Yr: $848/2012
Ownership: Fee Simple
New Financing: Cash; VA; FHA;
Conventional
Total Asum Mnth Pmts: $0
Down Payment: $0
Existing 1st Loan: Private
Exist 1st Loan Terms:
Disclosures: None
Possession: By Agreement

Fees & Homeowner Association Information
HOA Y/N: N / /

HOA 2 Y/N: N / /

HOA 3 Y/N: N / /

Association Fee Incl: No Fees
Assoc Rules/Info: None

Rec Center Fee Y/N: N / /
Rec Center Fee 2 Y/N: N / /
Land Lease Fee Y/N: N / /
PAD Fee Y/N: N / /

Ttl Mthly Fee Equiv: $0
Cap Imprv/Impact Fee: $ 0 $
Cap Impv/Impt Fee 2:$0 $

Listing Dates Pricing and Sale Info Listing Contract Info
CDOM/ADOM: 33 / 33
Status Change Date: 05/02/2013
Close of Escrow Date: 05/01/2013
Off Market Date: 05/02/2013

List Price: $185,000
Sold Price: $180,000
Sold Price/SqFt: $123.71
Loan Type: Conventional
Loan Years: 30
Payment Type: Fixed
Buyr Concess to Sell: 0 $
Sellr Concess to Buy: 0 $
Closing Cost Split: Normal - N

Special Listing Cond: N/A; Owner/Agent

Listed by: IRE Land & Home (irel01)
Prepared by Grant Van Dyke, Your Home SOLD in 59
Days, Guaranteed*

All information should be verified by the recipient and none is guaranteed as accurate by ARMLS.
DND2 ( D o N ot D isplay or D isclose) - the data in fields marked with DND2 is confidential, for agent use only, and may not be shared

with customers or clients in any manner whatsoever.

© 2013 ARMLS
and FBS.



What we are looking for is a way to quickly convert 
sales data into a Gross Rent Multiplier.  Let’s look at subject 
and comparable sales the Realtor has provided.  The subject 
is a three bedroom, two bathroom ranch style dwelling with 
1,370 SF.  The comparables nicely bracket the subject size.  

Now we take these recent sales and plug them into 
the Rentometer.com model and generate gross estimated 
market rents.  

Subject Address               Sales Price($)      Est Market Rent($)           GRM

17427 N 35
th

 Pl                          ?                                1,095                           ?  

Comp Sales Address

3537 Saint Johns Rd            150,000                         1,000                        150

17643 N 35
th

 Pl                     152,500                            900                        169

17221 N Paradise Park Dr   166,200                         1,095                        152     

3225 E Hartford Ave            168,000                         1,095                        153

3240 E Helena Dr                 180,000                            997                        180

Rentometer provides both the average and median 
estimated rents.  In this instance, we will use the median 
rents.  The GRM is a product of dividing the sales price by the 
estimated gross rents.  Now we can make a range of values 
or even a single data point by averaging all of the GRMs.

http://Rentometer.com/


Create a range by taking the high and low estimated market 
rents:

$1,095 (Est subject market rent) x 150 (the low GRM) = $164,250

$1,095 (Est subject market rent) x 180 (the high GRM) = $197,100

A simple single value estimate can be provided by 
taking the average of the GRMS, then multiplying by the 
estimated market rent:

150 + 169 + 152 + 153 + 180 = 804 / 5 = 160.8 or rounding, 161.  

161 x $1,095 = $176,295.  

When using this technique, keep in mind that it works 
best on entry level properties where data is plentiful and 
consistent.  It does not work as well in the trade up or luxury 
market where sales prices are higher, rents become more 
inconsistent and tend not to be linear.



D.  You have a limited amount of time and need more 
accuracy (BPO).  

Now let’s say you have some more time and want a 
more accurate estimate of value.  You’ve done your quick 
and dirty analysis and really need to refine your estimate of 
value.  

1.  Purchase a Brokers Price Opinion (BPO) from a nationwide 
firm.  

If you need to know what distant residential properties 
are worth on a consistent basis, it will be in your best interest 
to locate a nationwide source for BPOs and negotiate for the 
best price possible.  Here are some popular online sources:

• Nationwide BPOs (http://www.nationwidebpos.
com/)

• Equi-Trax (http://www.equi-trax.com/)
• Integrated Asset Services (http://www.iaservices.

com/bpo-from-integrated-asset-services)
• CoreLogic (http://www.corelogic.com/products/

broker-price-opinions-bpo.aspx)
Prices will vary depending on negotiation and volume, 

but plan on spending up to $200 per report.  My research 
revealed some of these sources can also provide a report 
relating to the condition.  You need to find out about 
condition from whatever source you can.  If you can combine 
a BPO with some form of condition or inspection report, you 
are ahead of the game.

http://www.nationwidebpos.com/
http://www.nationwidebpos.com/
http://www.equi-trax.com/
http://www.iaservices.com/bpo-from-integrated-asset-services
http://www.iaservices.com/bpo-from-integrated-asset-services
http://www.corelogic.com/products/broker-price-opinions-bpo.aspx
http://www.corelogic.com/products/broker-price-opinions-bpo.aspx


Below is an exterior residential appraisal BPO.







2.  Realtor BPO. Another way to get a similar product, but 
with more personalized service, is to interview and select at 
least a couple of Realtors local to your property to get a BPO 
directly from them. Your best place to start your search for 
a Realtor is http://www.realtor.com/findreal/.  Emphasize 
to the Realtor the need for at least driving the subject and 
getting some photos with commentary on the condition, 
which will help refine your decisions.  I’ve enclosed a quick 
script to help you positively engage a realtor:

Broker:  How can I help you?

You:  I’m looking for a CMA/BPO for a property we are 
considering purchasing.  Can you help me?

Broker:  Yes I can.

You:  May I ask you a couple of questions?

-How long have you been a Realtor and how many deals 
have you done?

-Can I get a comprehensive idea of the condition of the 
property in the BPO?

-What is your turnaround time?

-What is the cost?

Be certain to obtain a tight turnaround time for 
their BPOs. Once you get 2-3 BPOs, read them closely and 
reconcile with the AVM estimates. In theory, you now should 

http://www.realtor.com/findreal/


have enough information to start with respect to value, 
condition and rents.  Depending on the complexity of the 
property, figure on spending anywhere from $50 up to $200 
for a BPO from a Realtor.

You can usually get the BPO for free if you say you’ll list 
or re-list the property with the Realtor.  After all, this is how 
they make their living.  However, don’t lead them on when 
they have no chance of getting the listing, unless you plan to 
compensate them in some other way.

Before we go any further, I’d like to talk about the best 
tool available right now.  The best and most accurate tool you 
can use is the local Multiple Listing Service (MLS).  Whether 
you have to establish working relationships with Realtors 
local to your property, or even consider becoming a broker, 
it’s important to try and get access to MLS in the area in 
which you are working.

If and when you gain access to the MLS, take the 
time to learn how to do a good search for comparables.  
Active Listings and Pending Sales are interesting and, with 
interpretation, can demonstrate volume, trends and time on 
market.  However, nothing is as valuable as recently closed 
sales from the local MLS.  When you have access to a closed 
sale from the MLS, you have access to county information, 
photos and narrative relating to that specific transaction.  

Your MLS search should include consideration and 
reflection on some important topics. If you are an investor, 



you should be looking at the same things, since when you go 
to sell a property through conventional lending programs, 
reviewers, underwriters and decision-makers are looking at 
the same things as well. Some good examples of important 
topics are:

• Days-On-Market (DOM) – If your search is correct, 
your comparables should give you a good idea how 
long your property should take to sell.

• School District – The better the school district, 
generally speaking, the easier to sell the property.

• External Factors – Some external factors to consider 
are:

Environmental hazards, busy streets, close proximity 
to power lines, steep topography, flood zone, junky or 
troublesome neighbors.

Building Factors:  

• Insufficient number/size of Bed/Bathrooms
• Kitchen size and condition
• Garage conversions (make sure conversions are 

permitted)
• Number of garages
• Functional Obsolescence. Some examples include low 

ceilings, small kitchens, bathrooms and bedrooms, 
etc.



• Additions.  Are they permitted and do they make 
sense?
These are just a few of items which need to be 

reconciled within the context of the subject market.  By 
reconciling, I mean determining how the market accepts the 
types of problems within the subject.  When performing this 
reconciliation, there are three basic considerations:  
How much longer to sell the property due to the deficiency 
versus if it didn’t have the problem?
What is the cost to cure the deficiency, if it can be corrected?
How much more will I get if the item is fixed?

With the advent of new technology and consolidation in the 
valuation field, it’s not hard to see the time when some or all 
MLS’ combine at a national level.  With these tools, Realtors 
and maybe other users can then get access to and pull 
comparables from distant markets.

3.  Another way to find good comparables is to find an 
appraiser in the distant market in which your property 
is located. Provide whatever information you can on the 
subject, emphasizing key research elements such as location, 
site size, building size, bedrooms, bathrooms etc.

You will want six comparables which have closed 
within the last six months, three of which should have 
closed within the last three months.  Whenever possible, 
check the appraiser’s credentials, asking how long he or she 
has been in the business.  Expect to pay $100-$200 for six 
comparables.



E.  You have more time and need an accurate valuation 
(Appraisal).  

If you still have questions and need more concrete answers, 
the next and most definitive step is to engage an appraiser to 
do an appraisal. You also might want to engage a licensed and 
bonded building inspector at the same time.  Regardless, when 
you engage an appraiser here are some key points of negotiation:

Their credentials:
-How long they have been appraisers?
-What is their experience?
-Cost?
-Turn time?

When engaging an appraiser for an appraisal on a specific 
property, you are looking for three specific value estimates:
1.  As-Is Value
2.  After-Repaired Value (ARV)
3.  Repair estimate and the associated cost to cure

Some appraisers will do all three, some won’t. To shell 
out good money, ask for and be prepared to pay for all three. 
It bears repeating that these are key components in your 
decision-making framework.

Below is an excerpt of a residential appraisal with an 
As-Is value, list of Repair Items with the cost to cure and an 
After-Repaired value.



Uniform Residential Appraisal Report File No.

The purpose of this summary appraisal report is to provide the lender/client with an accurate, and adequately supported, opinion of the market value of the subject property.

Property Address City State Zip Code

Borrower Owner of Public Record County

Legal Description

Assessor's Parcel # Tax Year R.E. Taxes $

Neighborhood Name Map Reference Census Tract

Occupant Owner Tenant Vacant Special Assessments $ PUD HOA $ per year per month

Property Rights Appraised Fee Simple Leasehold Other (describe)

Assignment Type Purchase Transaction Refinance Transaction Other (describe)

Lender/Client Address

Is the subject property currently offered for sale or has it been offered for sale in the twelve months prior to the effective date of this appraisal? Yes No

Report data source(s) used, offering price(s), and date(s).

S
U

B
JE

C
T

I did did not analyze the contract for sale for the subject purchase transaction. Explain the results of the analysis of the contract for sale or why the analysis was not performed.

Contract Price $ Date of Contract Is the property seller the owner of public record? Yes No Data Source(s)

Is there any financial assistance (loan charges, sale concessions, gift or downpayment assistance, etc.) to be paid by any party on behalf of the borrower? Yes No

If Yes, report the total dollar amount and describe the items to be paid.C
O

N
T

R
A

C
T

Neighborhood Characteristics One-Unit Housing Trends One-Unit Housing Present Land Use %

Note: Race and the racial composition of the neighborhood are not appraisal factors.

Location Urban Suburban Rural Property Values Increasing Stable Declining PRICE AGE One-Unit %

Built-Up Over 75% 25-75% Under 25% Demand/Supply Shortage In Balance Over Supply $(000) (yrs) 2-4 Unit %

Growth Rapid Stable Slow Marketing Time Under 3 mths 3-6 mths Over 6 mths Low Multi-Family %

Neighborhood Boundaries High Commercial %

Pred. Other %

Neighborhood Description

Market Conditions (including support for the above conclusions)

N
E

IG
H

B
O

R
H

O
O

D

Dimensions Area Shape View

Specific Zoning Classification Zoning Description

Zoning Compliance Legal Legal Nonconforming (Grandfathered Use) No Zoning Illegal (describe)

Is the highest and best use of the subject property as improved (or as proposed per plans and specifications) the present use? Yes No If No, describe.

Utilities Public Other (describe) Public Other (describe) Off-site Improvements—Type Public Private

Electricity Water Street

Gas Sanitary Sewer Alley

FEMA Special Flood Hazard Area Yes No FEMA Flood Zone FEMA Map # FEMA Map Date

Are the utilities and off-site improvements typical for the market area? Yes No If No, describe.

Are there any adverse site conditions or external factors (easements, encroachments, environmental conditions, land uses, etc.)? Yes No If Yes, describe.

S
IT

E

GENERAL DESCRIPTION FOUNDATION EXTERIOR DESCRIPTION materials/condition INTERIOR materials/condition

Units One One with Accessory Unit Concrete Slab Crawl Space Foundation Walls Floors

# of Stories Full Basement Partial Basement Exterior Walls Walls

Type Det. Att. S-Det./End Unit Basement Area sq. ft. Roof Surface Trim/Finish

Existing Proposed Under Const. Basement Finish % Gutters & Downspouts Bath Floor

Design (Style) Outside Entry/Exit Sump Pump Window Type Bath Wainscot

Year Built Evidence of Infestation Storm Sash/Insulated Car Storage None

Effective Age (Yrs) Dampness Settlement Screens Driveway # of Cars

Attic None Heating FWA HWBB Radiant Amenities WoodStove(s) # Driveway Surface

Drop Stair Stairs Other Fuel Fireplace(s) # Fence Garage # of Cars

Floor Scuttle Cooling Central Air Conditioning Patio/Deck Porch Carport # of Cars

Finished Heated Individual Other Pool Other Att. Det. Built-in

Appliances Refrigerator Range/Oven Dishwasher Disposal Microwave Washer/Dryer Other (describe)

Finished area above grade contains: Rooms Bedrooms Bath(s) Square Feet of Gross Living Area Above Grade

Additional features (special energy efficient items, etc.).

Describe the condition of the property (including needed repairs, deterioration, renovations, remodeling, etc.).

Are there any physical deficiencies or adverse conditions that affect the livability, soundness, or structural integrity of the property? Yes No If Yes, describe.

Does the property generally conform to the neighborhood (functional utility, style, condition, use, construction, etc.)? Yes No If No, describe.

IM
P

R
O

V
E

M
E

N
T

S
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Complete Summary

According to the Souther Indiana Multiple List Service, the property was previously listed 
from 7/2012-9/2012 with an original list price of $90,000.  This listing has been withdrawn and the property is not currently listed.

X

Establish estimate of market value for private purposesX
X

N/AN/AX
18 019 0504.04Clarksville/Jeffersonville Township
1,140.002012- Pay 2013

Clark
47129INClarksville

N/AN/A

County RecordsN/AN/A

This appraisal is not being performed for the purpose of a real estate transaction.  The subject is not currently under contract and there 
is no sales contract to analyze.

X

The demand for housing in the subject neighborhood is generally sufficient to absorb the 
supply of available homes.  Demand for properties in the subject neighborhood has remained stable in recent years and MLS statistics 
show an increase in sales volume thus far for 2013. See attached addendum for additional comments

The subject property is located 1.55 miles SW of central Clarksville and approximately 4 miles N of downtown 
Louisville, KY.  The neighborhood is comprised of properties diverse in age, quality, and design but with average overall appeal to the 
market. See addendum for additional comments

5
5
5
5

80

60
90

New

90
150

45
Gutford Rd to the west and north; Blackiston Mill Rd to the east, Lewis 

and Clark Pkwy to the south.  See attached addendum for additional comments

X
X

X

X
X
X

The subject 
site size is adequate and typical for the neighborhood, with average home-site development amenities.  No adverse easements, 
encroachments or conditions were noted at the time of inspection.  The subject is located in a residential neighborhood with little 
likelihood of a zoning change.  The current use of the site is the highest and best.

X
X

02/18/19831804260175CCX
None

XAsphalt
X
X

X
X

N/AX
X

ResidentialR
Average/UrbanRectangular7500 Sq.Ft. +/-50 x 150

The subject residence 
is appealing as a single family residence within its market area.

X

No
hazardous substances or detrimental environmental conditions were noted during the appraiser's routine inspection.

X

No functional or external depreciation was observed at 
the date of inspection.  The following items showing evidence of physical depreciation were noted: roof areas where shingles appear to 
be lifting off or worn; worn/stained carpet in Living Room and Bedrooms; minor holes in walls; cracked window pane in bedroom; See 
additional comments on page 3 of report

See attached addendum for comments
1,248137

PXXXPP

Asphalt
1X

Tile/Avg
Tile/Avg
Wood/Avg
L&P/Avg
Cpt/HW/Avg

Cvd CncX

Yes/Avg
No/Yes/Avg
DP Vinyl/Avg
Metal/Avg
Composition/Fair
Stucco/Avg
Concrete/Avg

X
Nat Gas

X

0
0.0000

X

XX
X

X

25
1944

1.5 Story
X

X
1.5

X



Uniform Residential Appraisal Report File No.

There are comparable properties currently offered for sale in the subject neighborhood ranging in price from $ to $ .

There are comparable sales in the subject neighborhood within the past twelve months ranging in sale price from $ to $ .

FEATURE SUBJECT

Address

Proximity to Subject

Sale Price $

Sale Price/Gross Liv. Area $ sq. ft.

Data Source(s)

Verification Source(s)

VALUE ADJUSTMENTS DESCRIPTION

Sale or Financing

Concessions

Date of Sale/Time

Location

Leasehold/Fee Simple

Site

View

Design (Style)

Quality of Construction

Actual Age

Condition

Above Grade Total Bdrms. Baths

Room Count

Gross Living Area sq. ft.

Basement & Finished

Rooms Below Grade

Functional Utility

Heating/Cooling

Energy Efficient Items

Garage/Carport

Porch/Patio/Deck

Net Adjustment (Total)

Adjusted Sale Price

of Comparables

COMPARABLE SALE NO. 1

$

$ sq. ft.

DESCRIPTION +(-) $ Adjustment

Total Bdrms. Baths

sq. ft.

+ - $

Net Adj. %

Gross Adj. % $

COMPARABLE SALE NO. 2

$

$ sq. ft.

DESCRIPTION +(-) $ Adjustment

Total Bdrms. Baths

sq. ft.

+ - $

Net Adj. %

Gross Adj. % $

COMPARABLE SALE NO. 3

$

$ sq. ft.

DESCRIPTION +(-) $ Adjustment

Total Bdrms. Baths

sq. ft.

+ - $

Net Adj. %

Gross Adj. % $

I did did not research the sale or transfer history of the subject property and comparable sales. If not, explain

My research did did not reveal any prior sales or transfers of the subject property for the three years prior to the effective date of this appraisal.

Data source(s)

My research did did not reveal any prior sales or transfers of the comparable sales for the year prior to the date of sale of the comparable sale.

Data source(s)

Report the results of the research and analysis of the prior sale or transfer history of the subject property and comparable sales (report additional prior sales on page 3).

ITEM SUBJECT

Date of Prior Sale/Transfer

Price of Prior Sale/Transfer

Data Source(s)

Effective Date of Data Source(s)

COMPARABLE SALE NO. 1 COMPARABLE SALE NO. 2 COMPARABLE SALE NO. 3

Analysis of prior sale or transfer history of the subject property and comparable sales

Summary of Sales Comparison Approach.

Indicated Value by Sales Comparison Approach $

S
A

L
E

S
 C

O
M

P
A

R
IS

O
N

 A
P

P
R

O
A

C
H

Indicated Value by: Sales Comparison Approach $ Cost Approach (if developed) $ Income Approach (if developed) $

This appraisal is made "as is," subject to completion per plans and specifications on the basis of a hypothetical condition that the improvements have been completed,

subject to the following repairs or alterations on the basis of a hypothetical condition that the repairs or alterations have been completed, or subject to the following required

inspection based on the extraordinary assumption that the condition or deficiency does not require alteration or repair:

Based on a complete visual inspection of the interior and exterior areas of the subject property, defined scope of work, statement of assumptions and limiting

conditions, and appraiser’s certification, my (our) opinion of the market value, as defined, of the real property that is the subject of this report is $

as of , which is the date of inspection and the effective date of this appraisal.

R
E

C
O

N
C

IL
IA

T
IO

N
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Complete Summary

145,00064,90013
115,00084,9008

Porch
1 Car Driveway
Standard for Age
FA Gas/AC
Average
None
None

1,24825.00
137

Average
69 Years
Average
1.5 Story/Avg
Average/Urban
7500 SF +/-
Fee Simple
Urban/Avg
N/A

N/A

Inspection
County Record

0.00
N/A

70,60012.8
1.6

1,100X

Porch
-5001 Car Carport

Standard for Age
FA Gas/AC
Average
None
None

-1,4001,304
135

+5,000Inferior/Dated
63 Years
Average
1 Story/Avg
Average/Urban
8973 SF±
Fee Simple
Urban/Avg
6/18/13 Closed
DOM 243

-2,000FHA/Cncssns

County Records
MLS Doc #201207258

53.30
69,500

3110 Taylor Drive

73,9006.3
-6.3

5,000X

Porch, Patio
-1,5001 Car Garage

Standard for Age
FA Gas/AC
Average
None
None

1,254
135

Average
58 Years
Average
1 Story/Avg
Average/Urban

-50013,500 SF±
Fee Simple
Urban/Avg
5/13/13 Closed
DOM 35

-3,000FHA/Cncssns

County Records
MLS Doc #201303073

62.92
78,900

3121 Taylor Drive

74,30011.8
-3.5

2,700X

-500Encl Porch
-1,5001 Car Garage

Standard for Age
FA Gas/AC
Average
Fam Rm/Bath

-3,900560 SF Prt Fin
+3,2001,120

135

Average
59 Years
Average
1 Story/Avg
Average/Urban
7200 SF±
Fee Simple
Urban/Avg
05/31/13 Closed
DOM 136
Conv/None

MLS/County Records
MLS Doc #201300368

68.75
77,000

1523 McTavish Drive

MLS/County Records
X

MLS/County Records
X

X

July 2013
MLS/County Records
None
None

July 2013
MLS/County Records
None
None

July 2013
MLS/County Records
None
None

July 2013
MLS/County Records
$87,000
08/11/2011

73,000

All sales are located in the subject's market area and provide good indications of market value.  A 
thorough search was made for recent and similar sales in the subject's market area.  The sales used in this analysis are the most 
recent, closest in proximity and most physically similar to the subject property of all the sales considered.  In selecting comparable 
sales for this analysis, an effort was made to locate sales that were similar to the subject in one or more of the following attributes: 
location, site size, design, appeal, condition, gross living area and/or finished living space.  Although none of the above sales is similar 
to the subject in all of the aforementioned attributes, each serves to represent similarity to the subject in one or more of these 
comparative elements.  See attached addendum for comments

According to county records, the subject property has not transferred in 
the past 36 months.  According to MLS, it has been listed for sale in the past 12 months but is not currently listed.  The property was 
listed for $85,000 7/30/2012 and was withdrawn 9/30/2012.  The subject property is not currently under contract.

July 2, 2013
73,000

X

The greatest weight is given to the sales comparison approach as it best reflects the actions of buyers/sellers when property offered for sale is given reasonable 
marketing and exposure time to the market.  The cost approach was not developed as depreciation estimates for properties older than 5 years are not considered 
reliable.  The income approach was not developed as this neighborhood is predominately owner-occupied.

N/AN/A73,000

First Appraisal Group
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COST APPROACH TO VALUE (not required by Fannie Mae)

Provide adequate information for the lender/client to replicate the below cost figures and calculations.

Support for the opinion of site value (summary of comparable land sales or other methods for estimating site value)

ESTIMATED REPRODUCTION OR REPLACEMENT COST NEW

Source of cost data

Quality rating from cost service Effective date of cost data

Comments on Cost Approach (gross living area calculations, depreciation, etc.)

Estimated Remaining Economic Life (HUD and VA only) Years

OPINION OF SITE VALUE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . =  $

Dwelling Sq. Ft. @ $ . . . . . . . . . . . . =  $

Sq. Ft. @ $ . . . . . . . . . . . . =  $

Garage/Carport Sq. Ft. @ $ . . . . . . . . . . . . =  $

Total Estimate of Cost-New . . . . . . . . . . . . =  $

Less Physical Functional External

Depreciation =  $ ( )

Depreciated Cost of Improvements . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . =  $

"As-is" Value of Site Improvements . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . =  $

INDICATED VALUE BY COST APPROACH . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . =  $

C
O

S
T

 A
P

P
R

O
A

C
H

INCOME APPROACH TO VALUE (not required by Fannie Mae)

Estimated Monthly Market Rent $ X Gross Rent Multiplier = $ Indicated Value by Income Approach

Summary of Income Approach (including support for market rent and GRM)

IN
C

O
M

E

PROJECT INFORMATION FOR PUDs (if applicable)

Is the developer/builder in control of the Homeowners' Association (HOA)? Yes No Unit type(s) Detached Attached

Provide the following information for PUDs ONLY if the developer/builder is in control of the HOA and the subject property is an attached dwelling unit.

Legal name of project

Total number of phases Total number of units Total number of units sold

Total number of units rented Total number of units for sale Data source(s)

Was the project created by the conversion of an existing building(s) into a PUD? Yes No If Yes, date of conversion.

Does the project contain any multi-dwelling units? Yes No Data source(s)

Are the units, common elements, and recreation facilities complete? Yes No If No, describe the status of completion.

Are the common elements leased to or by the Homeowners' Association? Yes No If Yes, describe the rental terms and options.

Describe common elements and recreational facilities.

P
U

D
 IN

F
O

R
M

A
T

IO
N
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Freddie Mac Form 70 March 2005 Fannie Mae Form 1004 March 2005Produced using ACI software, 800.234.8727 www.aciweb.com

1004_05 090909

2013-01

Complete Summary

All of the comparables used are considered to be adequate indicators of value for the subject property, and are among the most recent 
transactions available as of the date of inspection.   Consideration is given to all three comparables, with the greatest weight given to 
Comparable 2 as it was felt to be the most similar to the subject in terms of gross living area and design and that the least amount of 
gross adjustments.

Condition of the Property
The following repair items are recommended.  Estimates for the cost-to-cure have been obtained from local contractors or experts and 
have been retained in the appraiser's workfile.

1) Repair roof areas where shingles appear to be lifting off or worn: $2,000
2) Replace carpet in Living Room and Bedrooms: $2,000
3) Repair holes in walls: $500
4) Replace cracked window pane in bedroom: $500

Estimated total of repair items: $5,000

Estimate of Value with Cost-to-Cure items remedied: $78,000

N/A

0
050%

50
0
00

0

25

Given the age of the subject property, the cost approach was not 
deemed to be a reliable method of valuation as depreciation 
estimates are subjective.  There is not a predominance of new 
construction in the subject neighborhood.

N/AN/A
N/A

X

N/A

N/A
N/AN/AN/A

N/A

N/A

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/AN/AN/A

N/AN/AN/A
N/A



F.  Building Inspection.  

With many investment related real estate transactions, 
you need to get to the ARV.  Before you can do that with any 
accuracy, you need to have a clear picture of the condition 
of the dwelling, along with the costs associated to fix it up 
and bring it up to market standards.  Should you need to 
locate a building inspector to perform and inspection, look 
for someone affiliated with the National Building Inspectors 
(NBI) at http://www.teamnbi.com.    

You are looking for an inspector who will list not only 
the deficiencies, but also provide the cost to fix or remedy 
each problem.  If your inspector won’t go out on a limb and 
provide the cost to fix each problem, either find another 
inspector or you can substitute various cost services to 
estimate repair costs.  Some of these include:

• Marshall & Swift Cost Data (marshallswift.com)
• CostHelper (CostHelper.com) 
• RS Means (http://rsmeans.reedconstructiondata.

com/)

http://www.teamnbi.com/
http://marshallswift.com/
http://CostHelper.com/
http://rsmeans.reedconstructiondata.com/
http://rsmeans.reedconstructiondata.com/


Below is an inspection for a residential dwelling.  































-Structural:  Deep hole and undermining and seal foundation crack.  
Estimated Cost:  $500

-Crawlspace: Exterminate and remove bee’s nest.  
Estimated Cost:  $300

-Correct heat duct and grading.  
Estimated Cost:  $200

-Furnace and air conditioning:  Check and service.  
Estimated Cost:  $200

-Plumbing:  Install hot water heater on stand with straps.  
Estimated Cost:  $250

-Roof replacement, including flashings and siding repairs.  
Estimated Cost:  $12,000-$14,000.  

-Stay bar for chimney.  
Estimated Cost:  $300-$500  

-Chimney masonry work.  
Estimated Cost:  $800

-Painting repair.
Estimated Cost $1,000

-Rotten patio support posts support posts.  
Estimated Cost:  $500

-Underground oil storage tank:  
Needs further due diligence

Total firm estimated costs: $15,050-$18,250

Addendum to Residential Building Inspection
Costs to Cure



3.  Commercial Valuation

Now that we have examined how to take a quick look 
at the steps to valuing a residential property, let’s take a 
look at a commercial property. Once again, this document 
assumes a working knowledge of the type of real estate 
being valued.

A.  Preliminary Due Diligence.  

On the residential side, you’re taking a quick look at the 
market based upon some key indicators, study of the local 
MLS statistics and a checklist of due diligence items.  On 
the commercial side, the stakes are much higher and a 
significant portion of any transaction should be devoted to 
due diligence.  

You can begin by looking at the property and 
surrounding area with Google Maps, as mentioned 
previously.  If you really need eyes on the ground, find 
someone from an online classified site like Craigslist to go 
and photo or film the property.  

I’ve included a comprehensive Due Diligence Checklist 
as an Addendum.  This will give you an idea of how 
comprehensive a Commercial Due Diligence Checklist can be.

You might also consider outsourcing the due diligence.  
There are many companies who specialize in due diligence, 
many of which are only a mouse click away via the Internet.  
A quick search yielded these companies, and there are many 



more who can perform due diligence related tasks:

• Due Diligence Services (http://fidelitydds.com/)
• Castro (http://www.castolp.com/services/due_

diligence.php)
• Old Republic Commercial Due Diligence Services 

(http://www.oldrepublictitle.com/DueDiligence/
Index.asp)

• Greystar (http://www.greystar.com/client-services/
due-diligence.php)
Costs for due diligence services vary, depending on the 

desired depth of the required research.

http://fidelitydds.com/
http://www.castolp.com/services/due_diligence.php
http://www.castolp.com/services/due_diligence.php
http://www.oldrepublictitle.com/DueDiligence/Index.asp
http://www.oldrepublictitle.com/DueDiligence/Index.asp
http://www.greystar.com/client-services/due-diligence.php
http://www.greystar.com/client-services/due-diligence.php


B.  Quick and Dirty (Comparable Sources).  

Outside of brokers, my research revealed no credible free 
sources for commercial comparables.  Those which did have 
comparable services all had steep price tags.

If your goal is to work fast and minimize your costs, 
visit LoopNet (www.loopnet.com).  You can purchase a one-
month subscription for their Comparables Service for $49.95 
or $9.95 for each individual comparable record.

Here is a partial excerpt of a comparable from LoopNet.

Nearby Properties for 1601 Wooded Pine Dr, Houston, TX 77073

Nearby Recently Sold Multifamily Properties Search all recently sold commercial real estate

Back to Saved Comps

LoopNet Property Comps
LoopNet Property Comps provide recent commercial property sale details and valuation. Our sales comps provide a snapshot of the recent property sale, 
and we offer over 1.6 Million Sales Comps sold commercial real estate records. Historical sale information is compiled from brokers, our Research team, 
deed information, and public record. 

X

Multifamily – Sales Comp

Candleridge Park
1601 Wooded Pine Dr, Houston, TX 77073

Sale Status: Sold

Sale Date: 09/15/2011

Sale Price: $4,500,000 ($35,156.25/Unit)(Estimated)

Cap Rate: 8.17% (At Time Of Sale)

Listing Price: $4,650,000

Document #: 390098

Estimated days on 
LoopNet Marketplace: 1285

Property Type: Multifamily

Property Subtype: Garden/Low-Rise

No. Units 128

Building Size: 96,742 SF

Lot Size: 5.18 Acres

APN / Parcel ID: 116-144-001-0003

Seller: BY PROPERTIES INC

Broker: Mark Kalil & Associates, Inc
Mark Kalil
View Phone Number

Buyer: CANDLERIDGE PARK APARTMENTS LP
Po Box 690429, Houston, TX 77269

Sale involved mortgage financing. Lender identified as GREEN BK.

View Larger Maps

ID: 3251744
Sale Original Listing Property Photos Map

Sale Details Original Listing

Property Information View Details

Parties to Transaction

Financing Comments

© 2013 Microsoft Corporation © 2010 NAVTEQ
© AND

Additional Options 

Print
Update this Sales Comp
Report Error

#1 in Commercial Real Estate Online Access 3x more listings, Upgrade Now. 

For Sale For Lease Sales Comps Property Records Local Info Add Listing Kelly Githens 0

Page 1 of 21601 Wooded Pine Dr, Houston, TX 77073 Recent sales comp valuation on LoopNet.com

8/18/2013http://www.loopnet.com/sold/3251744/1601-Wooded-Pine-Dr-Houston-TX-77073/?&PgC...

http://www.loopnet.com/






MARK KALIL & ASSOCIATES, INC.
Commercial Real Estate

May-11
NAME: CANDLERIDGE PARK
ADDRESS: 1601 WOODED PINE
CITY/STATE: HOUSTON, TX 77073

UNITS: 128 TYPE: B
AGE: 1985 LAND AREA: 4 ACRES
RENTABLE SQFT: 96,742 METERING: IND 
OCCUPANCY: 86% HVAC: IND
KEY MAP: 333N ROOF: PITCH
AREA: NORTH TAX ID#: 1161440010003

AMENITIES
ACCESS GATES: Y LAUNDRY ROOM : Y
SMOKE ALARM: Y MICROWAVE: Y
CEILING FANS: Y MINIBLINDS: Y
CLUBHOUSE: Y PATIO/BALCONY: Y
COVERED PARKING: Y PERIMETER FENCE: Y
CABLE READY: Y POOLS : Y
FITNESS ROOM Y W/D CONNEC: Y
FIREPLACES: Y STORIES #: 2

COMMENTS:

76 UNITS HAVE WASHER/DRYER CONNECTIONS. ADJACENT 3.86 AC
AVAILABLE AT $2.00/SF. LOCATED IN NORTH HOUSTON, EAST OF 
HARDY TOLL ROAD JUST SOUTH OF FM 1960

NO. SQUARE TOTAL TOTAL
UNITS TYPE FEET SQ. FT. RENT RENT

8 1-1 583 4,664               550                4,400
26 1-1 644 16,744             550                14,300
18 1-1 711 12,798             575                10,350
28 1-1WD 672 18,816             580                16,240
8 1-1WD 772 6,176               615                4,920
4 2-1WD 845 3,380               700                2,800
4 2-1WD 932 3,728               750                3,000
7 2-2WD 889 6,223               770                5,390
9 2-2WD 991 8,919               780                7,020
10 2-2WD 924 9,240               740                7,400
6 2-2WD 1009 6,054               810                4,860

128 756 96,742 $0.83 $80,680
AVG. SQ.FT. SQ.FT. AVG/SQ.FT.

PRICE: $4,650,000 $36,328 $48.07 ASKING $5,700,000
Per Unit Sq.Ft.

TERMS:

MORTGAGE:
Origination Date: Term:
Balance: Amortization:

2001 Holcombe Suite 2506

        Houston, Texas 77030

 713-799-8700   (Fax) 713-799-8703

PROPERTY INFORMATION

 mark@markkalil.com

PITCHED ROOFS (NEW), BRICK/WOOD EXTERIOR, 
10 BUILDINGS, 32.65 UNITS/ACRE, CLUBHOUSE, FITNESS ROOM,

PROPOSED NEW LOAN

Page 1 of 6Interest Rate: P&I:
Assumable: Escrow:
Transfer Fee: Yield Maint:
Origination Amt:

Page 2 of 6



CANDLERIDGE PARK

INCOME AND EXPENSES

HISTORICAL RENTAL
Collections (total) Avg * $69,542.00 COLLECTIONS
Collections Annualized $834,504.00 JAN '08 $75,762

FEB '08 $75,303
Expenses Per SqFt $5.14 $497,713.00 MAR '08 $71,942
Expenses Per Unit $3,888 APR '08 $67,516
Net Operating Income $336,791.00 MAY '08 $81,226

OCT '09 $69,356
Less Debt Service JAN-SEPT '10 $67.485

Net Cash Flow $336,791.00

Capitalization Rate 7.24%
Cash on Cash
*collections include laundry/misc income

POTENTIAL

Street Rent Annualized $968,160.00
Vacancy 5% -$48,408.00
Other Income $28,052.00
Adjusted Gross Income $947,804.00

Expenses per Sq.Ft. $5.14 $497,713.00
Expenses per Unit $3,888
Net Operating Income $450,091.00

Less Debt Service

Net Cash Flow $450,091.00

Capitalization Rate 9.68%
Cash on Cash

have it reviewed by his legal counsel and/or tax advisor.

This property is subject to prior sale, change in price or removal from the market without notice. 
All information supplied from sources deemed reliable, is not warranted by Mark Kalil & Associates, Inc. 
The Purchaser should verify the income and expenses and all other information contained herein and 

Page 3 of 6



Candleridge Park
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Candleridge Park

RENT COMPS

PROPERTY UNITS AGE RENT AVG RENT/SF OCC
BLUE ASH 216 1996 $721 $0.82 77%
PARK TRAIL 210 1983 $678 $0.87 93%
QUAIL CHASE 248 2000 $770 $0.84 88%
COMMERCE PARK 354 1982 $614 $0.91 90%

SALES COMPS

PROPERTY UNITS SQ. FT. SALES 
PRICE

PRICE PER 
UNIT

PRICE/ SF DATE OF 
SALE

OAK FALLS 144 162,000 $7,000,000 $48,611 $43.21 Apr-11
CAMDEM WEST OAK 671 487,146 $28,650,000 $42,697 $38.71 Jun-11
KRESSINGTON 136 135,456 $5,250,000 $38,603 $38.76 Jun-11

Page 6 of 6



I’ve taken the time to search and review the major sources 
for comparable commercial sales. Some of the major players 
in this field are:

• Costar (costar.com)
• LoopNet (loopnet.com)
• Commercial Investment Multiple Listing Service 

(CIMLS.org)
• Real Capital Analytics (www.rcanalytics.com)
• REISReports (www.reisreports.com)
• CoreLogic (www.corelogic.com)

All of the providers above charge some type of 
subscription fee. These services provide more than just 
valuation services, so it will help if you determine your needs 
beforehand. Do you need the services for a one-off deal or 
will you be using the sites on a repetitive basis?  If you will 
only be using comparable services once in a while, I suggest 
LoopNet or contacting a local broker for comparables. 
If repetitive, research the companies I’ve referenced to 
determine the best fit for your needs.

There are three additional local sources which should 
be incorporated in every search whenever possible:

1.  MLS.  While MLS services are geared towards residential, 
most provide an area within the site which is dedicated 
to commercial real estate. Find a local Realtor who 
has commercial experience and have him or her run a 
comparable search for the property type you are considering.



2.  Local Assessor.  Call the assessor who has jurisdiction 
over the subject property and who specializes in the subject 
property type. Try and engage the assessor, asking for sales, 
listings, trends, vacancy rates and expensive ratios. This 
source can be a veritable gold mine.

3.  Title Company.  These folks have access to a Title Plant 
from which all property and transaction information flows.  
Call the Customer Service Department of your favorite title 
company and you’ll probably be surprised at the services 
they can provide.

Once you obtain at least three comparables, take time 
to adjust them to the subject and organize them. For a quick 
and dirty analysis, calculate both the mean and median for 
all valuation points ($/SF, $/Unit, etc).

As long as you have your comparables, let’s take a look 
at two other very important points of comparison in Vacancy 
and Operating Expense Ratios. These ratios rarely lie and can 
be used to see if the data from the subject falls in or out of 
the norm.  Extract these for each comparable and compare 
them with the subject, using only actual data, not proforma 
data.  Put them in a spreadsheet or in a way in which you can 
look at these indicators side-by-side to make things simpler.  
See if they are pretty much the same.  If not, more research 
is required.

Let’s suppose you have more time.   Use LoopNet, 
Costar, CIMLS or one of the many listing sources and identify 



which broker(s) have the most listings or appears to be the 
most active within the market you are searching.

Here’s a basic script you can use:

Broker: “How can I help you?”

You:  “I represent a group considering buying _____ 
(specific property type and location).  I’m tasked with doing 
some initial researches and was wondering if it could get 
your opinion and some comparables?”

Most brokers will try to qualify you quickly.  I’d suggest 
providing the subject address if asked. However, if asked the 
deal price, say you’ve signed a non-disclosure document 
with the seller and can’t answer. Make sure to ask about the 
location, trends, vacancy rates and expense ratios.  Examine 
these comparative points and rank them in relation to the 
subject.  Those who list and sell commercial real estate are 
generally busy people, so respect their time, while at the 
same time gathering the data you need.

Commercial AVMs

An Internet search revealed little regarding commercial 
AVMs, with only a few “finds”.  I’m certain larger real estate 
firms either have their own proprietary commercial AVM 
or have access to one.  The ability to input relevant data 
and arrive at a value conclusion for a specific commercial 
property in a short time frame is an idea which needs to be 
created for the masses now.



C.  If you have a limited amount of time (Commercial 
BPOs).

Commercial BPOs are the commercial equivalent of 
a residential BPO.  While there are obvious benefits, speed 
for example, there are also pitfalls when relying on these 
abbreviated reports.  These reports are generally only a 
couple of pages and depending on the depth, can cost 
anywhere from $200-$500 per report.  Some of these pitfalls 
include lack of due diligence and comprehensive analysis of 
the subject and subject market.  These reports are prepared 
by brokers serving the subject market.  

I reviewed some of the training needed to prepare 
these forms, finding it was nowhere near as comprehensive 
as that required of a commercial appraiser or of a Certified 
Commercial Investment Member (CCIM), and the user 
of such data should be aware of the shortcomings in 
educational requirements.  

• A few of the firms providing this service are:
• Nationwide BPOs (http://www.nationwidebpos.

com/)
• Clear Capital (Clearcapital.com)
• Firstvaluation (http://www.firstvaluation.com/

products-solutions/)
I’ve included a commercial BPO below.

http://www.nationwidebpos.com/
http://www.nationwidebpos.com/
http://Clearcapital.com/
http://www.firstvaluation.com/products-solutions/
http://www.firstvaluation.com/products-solutions/


















D.      If you have more time.  (Commercial Appraisal)

Lastly, if the scenario dictates moving forward, then 
engage a commercial appraiser. Since you’re working in a 
distant market, you’d like to have someone who is both 
educated and experienced.  This is not a time to scrimp on 
cost.   I’d suggest going to the Appraisal Institute’s website 
(http://www.appraisalinstitute.org) and starting your search 
from there.  

While the Member of the Appraisal Institute (MAI) 
Appraiser may be more expensive, the accreditation sets 
them apart from other appraisers and provides more 
credence to whoever is going to read or use the report.  

Once again, you are looking for an After-Repaired Value 
and an As-Is value. Narrative reports are often in excess of 
100 pages and can cost thousands of dollars.  If your budget 
is tight and lending requirements are not an issue, there is no 
reason not to try and negotiate for a bare bones value range 
or opinion of value. 

http://www.appraisalinstitute.org/


E.  Commercial Building Inspection.  

Whenever possible, try and incorporate a building 
inspection with a list of deficiencies and cost to cure all of the 
items necessary to bring the subject up to the After-Repaired 
Value.  A commercial inspection has been included below.



A 2 Z Home Inspections Inc.

  Inspection ReportInspection Report

WEATHER TEMPERATURE AND CONDITIONS:

  Approximate Weather Temperature 65 degrees                 August 9, 2012

PEOPLE PRESENT FOR INSPECTION:

Customers, 

REAL ESTATE AGENT:

Name:

Email:

Tel.:

CUSTOMER:

Name: 

Address: 

Tel.: 415

SITE INSPECTED:

GENERAL NOTES:

THIS REPORT IS INTENDED ONLY FOR THE USE OF THE PERSON PURCHASING THE HOME INSPECTION 

SERVICES. NO OTHER PERSON INCLUDING A PURCHASER OF THE INSPECTED PROPERTY WHO DID NOT 

PURCHASE THE HOME INSPECTION SERVICES, MAY RELY UPON ANY REPRESENTATION MADE IN THE 

REPORT.

Further evaluations, monitoring, treatment for ants, wood destroying insects as per a licensed pest control specialist is 

07/16/13

P.O. Box 2019

Beaverton Oregon 97075

CCB#62252 OCHI#117

503-319-5794 Cell Page 



A 2 Z Home Inspections Inc.
advised on a routine basis as preventative basis.

Note; carpenter ants and ants and insects are typically more prevalent during warmer times of year, and often times a 

periodic treatment is warranted and advised as preventative maintenance).

Further Sewer scope inspection for sewer lines as per a licensed specialist is advised prior to purchase of apartments

GENERAL NOTE:

THIS IS A LIMITED VISUAL INSPECTION REPORT OF ONLY APARTMENT NUMBERS: 1,12,9,6,4,5,3 UNITS 

ONLY AT CUSTOMERS REQUEST FOR REDUCED INSPECTION FEE AND INSPECTION SCOPE, THUS ONLY 

THESE APARTMENTS WERE VIEWED AND INSPECTED, AND CUSTOMER PICKED THESE APARTMENT 

UNITS TO BE INSPECTED.

NOTE: THE APARTMENT UNITS INSPECTED HAD HEAVY STORAGE AND FURNISHINGS AND THUS A 

LIMITED VIEW TO SOME AREAS OF APARTMENTS, THUS FURTHER EVALUATIONS AND INSPECTIONS 

MAYBE WARRANTED TO DISCOVER ADDITIONAL DEFECTS OF AREAS THAT WERE NOT VIEWABLE OR 

ACCESSIBLE AND IS SUGGESTED.

STRUCTURAL:

Described as: Concrete Slab and Raised wood floor, with a concrete poured foundation and wood frame construction.

CRAWLSPACE:

Readily accessible: YES

Vapor barrier: YES

Foundation ventilation: YES

Insulated floors, perimeter: YES

HEATING SYSTEM:

ELECTRIC BASEBOARD HEATERS AND CADET WALL HEATERS

07/16/13

P.O. Box 2019

Beaverton Oregon 97075

CCB#62252 OCHI#117

503-319-5794 Cell Page 



A 2 Z Home Inspections Inc.

FUEL TYPE: ELECTRICAL

Fired while tested: YES

HEAT DISTRIBUTION:  RADIANT AND CADET HEATERS

COMMENTS:

MOST OF THE ELECTRICAL BASEBOARD HEATERS THAT WERE IN THE APARTMENT UNITS THAT WERE 

INSPECTED BY US HAD DATED / OLDER ELECTRICAL BASEBOARD HEATERS THAT ARE ADVISED BE 

UPDATED AND REPLACED AT THIS TIME, THUS IT IS ADVISED THAT ALL ELECTRICAL BASEBOARD 

HEATERS THAT ARE OLDER AND DATED BE REPLACED.

CADET HEATERS ARE ADVISED HAVE COVERS REMOVED AND CLEANED / VACUUMED OUT AT THIS TIME 

AND EVERY SIX MONTHS AS PREVENTATIVE MAINTENANCE FROM FIRE AND CADET HEATER 

MANUFACTURERS RECOMMENDATIONS. (STRONGLY ADVISED).

Carbon monoxide detectors present: NO, IF THERE IS A WOODBURNING STOVE OR ANY GAS SERVICES IN 

OTHER APARTMENT UNITS OR AREAS OF BUILDING THAN CARBON MONOXIDE DETECTORS ARE 

REQUIRED TO BE INSTALLED.

As a safety upgrade; carbon monoxide detectors are NEEDED TO BE INSTALLED WITHIN 15' OF ALL BEDROOMS / 

SLEEPING AREAS IF THERE IS ANY WOOD STOVES OR GAS SERVICE IN OTHER PARTS OF THESE 

BUILDINGS THAT I DID NOT INSPECT DUE TO ONLY INSPECTING HALF OF THE APARTMENTS, PRIOR TO 

PURCHASING HOUSE AS A STATE OF OREGON REQUIREMENT
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PLUMBING:

SUPPLY LINES:  COPPER  (WHERE VIEWABLE, LIMITED VIEW DUE TO CONCRETE SLAB FLOORING

                   

WASTE LINES: PLASTIC (ABS) WHERE VIEWABLE

Water heater: ELECTRIC, SEE COMMENT PAGES

Gallons:  40-50           

Approximate age: VARIES FROM APARTMENT TO APARTMENT, SEE COMMENT PAGES

Over flow pipe: YES

Seismic Straps: YES, AND SOME WATER HEATERS DO NOT HAVE SIESMIC STRAPS.

Pressure relief valve: YES

ELECTRICAL:

AMPS:  200 AND 125AMP SERVICE PANELS

Volts: 120/240

Romex wiring: YES

Breaker panel: YES

Circuit Breakers: YES

Main Disconnect: 60AMP AND LAUNDRY ROOM PANEL HAS A 125AMP SHUT OFF

KITCHEN:

All built in appliances operated while tested at time of inspection, note, this is at time of inspection and could change at 

anytime, even prior to closing/occupancy, so additional and further check is suggested.

Built appliances checked; Dishwasher, Stove/ range, sink, ONLY.

Floor covering type:  VINYL
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Ventilation:  STOVETOP

Comments:

SEE COMMENT PAGES FOR INDIVIDUAL KITCHEN NOTES ON APARTMENT UNITS THAT WERE INSPECTED.

MAIN BATHROOM:

Described as; Toilet, sink, built in tub, sheet vinyl, fan 

Wall/water resist tub surround: FIBERGLASS AND TILES, SEE COMMENTS PAGES FOR 

ADDITIONAL NOTES ON EACH APARTMENT UNIT THAT WAS INSPECTED.

Floor covering: VINYL

INTERIOR:

Wall to Wall Carpeting: YES

Drywall wall and ceiling finished coverings: YES

Doors: SOME NEED ADJUSMENT / REPAIRS OR REPLACEMENTS IN APARTMENTS, SEE COMMENT PAGES 

AS THIS IS A GENERAL NOTE

Windows: METAL, ADVISE THAT ALL WINDOWS, SLIDING GLASS DOORS BE UPDATED AND REPLACED 

THROUGHOUT.
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ROOF:

Method of Inspection: WALKED

Roofing Material: COMPOSITION

Flashing: GALVANIZED

Gutters and Downspouts: GALVANIZED

Comments:

SEE PHOTO PAGES FOR COMMENTS AND ILLUSTRATIONS.

EXTERIOR

Siding Material:  WOOD

Exterior Doors: ADDITIONAL WEATHERSTRIPPING IS ADVISED AND REPAIR / ADJUSTMENT AS NECESSARY

Windows: ALL NEED TO BE UPDATED AND REPLACED.

Caulking: ADDITIONAL CAULKING AND SEALING UP AROUND WINDOWS AND CAULK JOINTS OF SIDING 

IS NEEDED AT THIS TIME

Paint: AREAS OF EXTERIOR ARE IN NEED OF PAINT.

Comments:

SEE PHOTOS AND COMMENT PAGES FOR ADDITIONAL AND MORE SPECIFIC INFORMATION.

                                                                      COMMENTS:
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APT #4:

Water heater is advised be replaced at this time as water heater per label is 18 years old thus 

beyond normal / typical life of water heaters. (water heater also needs straps for earthquake)

Areas of apt are obstructed from view due to heavy storage as this apt really does have limited 

viewing due to very heavy storage.

Heaters are older and deteriorated and advise be updated / replaced.

Sink drain in bathroom is slow.

APT #5:

Additional caulking around windows is needed. 

Water heater needs straps for earthquake.

Doors are out of adjustment and need repair / adjustment at this time.

APT #12

An air gap loop needs to be created for dishwasher drain at this time.

Cadet heaters, needs cleaning at this time and every 6 months for preventative maintenance and 

prevention from fire.

Bathroom has tile tub surround, thus some additional caulking and grouting is advised at this 

time and routinely as preventative maintenance as areas behind tiles are prone to leaks and being 

problematic when not kept well sealed and caulked.

Note areas behind tiles are NOT viewable or accessible for inspection and thus NOT inspected.

There is some floor creaks and squeaks to flooring, loose floor underlayment boards, some 

additional fasteners / wood screws into floor underlayment boards are suggested.

APT #1

Federal pacific electrical panel, advise be replaced at this time as per licensed electrician.

Dishwasher and water heater needs to be replaced

Water flow is low, (note: this was observed in all units we inspected), thus further evaluations and 

remedy as necessary is advised as per licensed plumber.

There is water damage to ceiling above tub.

APT#9

Caulking is needed to tub surround.
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ROOF:
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Heat lamps in bathroom do not work

Older electrical baseboard heaters, advise be updated / replaced.

Electrical outlet behind refrigerator needs a cover plate.

Water heater is newer and strapped

front porch light does not work. 

Continued #9,

 limited view and inspection of interior surfaces due to heavy storage.

APT #6

Air gap loop is needed for dishwasher drain.

Bedroom doors have holes in doors, damaged and need replacement.

Low water flow.

There is water damage to wall / sheetrock above sliding door, repairs and replacements are 

needed and advised with appropriately licensed specialists.

APT #3

Kitchen floor is deteriorated and needs replacement at this time.

Water heater needs straps. Water heater appears newer, however unable to determine age of 

water heater, further determination from seller is advised be obtained.

Loose and deteriorated covers and electrical baseboard heaters which are advised be replaced.

There is a hole in hallway wall(s).

There is black stains in kitchen and bathroom, see photos pages and comments. 

Bathroom flooring is advised be replaced with sheet vinyl as floor covering is currently vinyl tiles 

and installed makeshift and does not provide for a good seal to flooring.

Entry door deadbolt is loose, needs repair or replacement.

Further checking and obtaining more information about this apartment from seller and 

appropriately licensed specialists prior to purchasing apartments is strongly advised.

LAUNDRY ROOM:

Water heater needs straps for earthquake.

Floor drain has a missing drain cap which is advised to help keep rodents out.
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GENERAL NOTE:

Additional evaluations and inspections prior to purchasing apartments by appropriately licensed 

specialists is advised to more accurately determine costs and extent of repairs needed.
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FRONT STREET VIEW FRONT STREET VIEW

Advise that all windows and sliding doors throughout be 

updated and replaced at this time.

All sliding doors are installed reversed.

There is some adverse settlement to parking lots, walkways 

on property, thus there is slip / trip hazards that need repairs 

at this time on walks and parking lot stair areas.
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Walkway with uneven surfaces and sloping towards building, 

thus monitoring for water intrusion and water damage to 

lowest level (ground level) apartment units is advised as 

preventative maintenance and remedy as necessary.

Some rot to siding by stairs on stairs furthest away from 

parking lot areas.

Any and all vegetation needs to be cleared back and away 

from siding at least 12”.

Deck supports are not properly strapped / secured and there 

is some rot to deck supports and wood members, thus 

tightening up and proper strapping of deck supports is 

advised. 
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Deck support posts are tilting and some are twisting, thus 

further evaluations and additional and proper supports of 

decks is advised be done at consultation of structural 

engineer

Shed in rear of building is advised be moved away from 

siding and should be at a minimum 12” away from siding, 

prefer at least 24” away from siding.

Rear view of building Improperly strapped / secured support posts
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Siding coming loose on rear of building, needs to be better 

secured and attached, further evaluations and remedy of 

exterior surfaces completely as per licensed specialists is 

advised.

Rear downspout(s) that are not properly connected.

Deck ledger supports and deck support boards are not lag 

bolted and not strapped properly in my opinion.

Also some signs of wood deteriorations, monitoring decks 

and wood conditions of decks is advised routinely as a safety 

measure.

Some areas of siding need paint
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Some rot to siding on rear of building, also earth to wood 

contact and vegetation too close to siding, needs removal

Rear of building planter box with earth to wood contact that 

needs removal and checking of siding behind earth to wood 

contact is advised.

Adverse settlement and slip trip hazards to walkways and 

stair areas, repairs are advised for safety.

Painting is needed behind downspouts as necessary and 

where painting was not done.
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DUPLEX BUILDING EXTERIOR Siding on rear of duplex building that pattern and wood grain 

does not match rest of siding.

Rusted fasteners and loose bolt(s) attachments for stair(s) 

advise repairs and routine monitoring for safety measure and 

safety protection of stairs getting loose and coming apart. 

Some stair landing wood replacements 
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Apt #4 Rear of #4, needs planter box and any and all earth to wood 

contact and vegetation needs to be cleared and eliminated 

from contact with siding.

Stovetop burner is disconnected and drip pans need 

replacements

Federal pacific electrical panel, note all federal pacific 

electrical panels need to be replaced as this electrical panel 

type is prone to being problematic and has failed during 

independent lab testing.

Further evaluations of electrical system and updating and 

remedy of entire electrical system in all apartments and 

building is advised by a licensed electrician at this time / 

prior to purchasing apartments.
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Apartment #5 Deteriorated base of cabinetry under kitchen sink.

Sliding doors are installed reversed, and all are advised be 

replaced at this time

Better attachments and securing for decks is advised for 

safety and better securing.
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Deck supports only nailed and are advised be strapped and 

better secured / attached.

Additional caulking / sealing up around windows, especially 

on exterior is needed and strongly advised at this time to help 

prevent water intrusion from getting in and behind siding.

Federal pacific electrical panel, advise be replaced as per 

licensed electrician.

Apt #12
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Capped off woodburning stove flue in apt #12, advise be 

properly sealed or removed would be preferred 

Windows have mildews / condensations (black growths, 

advise be cleaned up and windows be replaced with removal 

of any and all black growths.

Dryer venting upwards in #12 which is prone to clogging up 

as dryers have a hard time pushing moisture and lint 

materials upwards this way, thus routine check and 

monitoring and dryer vent cleaning is advised and likely will 

be needed.

Attic view above #12
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Attic above #12, vent pipe for dryer view is improperly 

secured and will deposit lint materials at roof vent therefore 

creating a fire hazard and blocking roof vent with lint 

materials, thus venting replacements and proper venting of 

dryer unit is advised strongly at this time

Electrical wirings above #12 need to be better secured. 
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ROOF SECTION,

Any and all overhanging tree limbs need to be trimmed back 

and away from roof cover areas. 

Patched roof shingles, further investigation and copies of all 

paperwork, receipts relative to roof repair and patch work is 

advised be obtained from seller at this time.

Wood stove pipes, not sure if there is another woodstove in apartment building, however checking and 

determination as to whether there is a wood stove is strongly advised prior to purchasing apartments 

and removal of any and all woodburning stoves is strongly advised in my opinion prior to purchasing 

apartments.
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Fasteners / nailing for all flashings on roof cover needs 

caulking and sealing up.

There is some bowing and sagging to roof cover, thus 

additional supports maybe warranted, this is suggested be 

determined and done as per a structural engineers 

recommendations.

Wood stove pipes are dirty and deteriorated
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Damaged roof cover singles due to vegetation thus repairs 

and removing tree vegetation away from roof cover is 

advised.

Vegetation onto roof cover, needs removal from roof areas.

Gutters are full, and need cleaning and any and all debris on 

roof cover needs cleaning.

Routine monitoring and repairs and maintenance of roof 

covers by licensed roofing specialists is advised as 

preventative maintenance and to help add life to roof cover 

systems.
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Apt #1 Water heater is badly deteriorated and needs replacement 

immediately and new water heater to be on a catch pan with 

a drain and siesmic straps.

Patched ceiling in bathroom Cualking is needed to be replaced and recaulked around tub 

shower areas 
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Water damage to flooring in front of dishwasher, thus floor 

covering and damaged floor underlayments / sub floor needs 

replacement

Air gap loop needs to be created for dishwasher drain and 

replaced as clamped together drain lines are not advised.

Dishwasher is old and likely original and thus needs 

replacement at this time.

Crawlspace under apt #1 , any and all construction / wood 

debris needs to be removed

Plumbing leak under bathroom, further evaluations and 

remedy as per licensed plumber is advised.
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Continued plumbing leaks under #1 unit.

Apartment #9 Replacement and new caulking around tub surround is 

advised / needed.
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Apt #6 Water damage to wall above sliding door, needs repairs and 

replacements

Hole in bedroom doors there is holes in both bedroom doors Apt #3
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Stairs are advised be kept clear of all items, not bikes are a 

trip / slip hazard and are strongly advised be moved out of 

stair areas.

Kitchen floor is deteriorated and needs replacement.

Black stains seen in bathroom and kitchen around lighting, 

not sure what is cause, however likely could be electrical 

issue, thus further check and evaluations and remedy as 

necessary as per licensed electrician is advised.

Caulking is in need of replacement in tub shower areas. 
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Hole in hallway hall Black stains to kitchen lighting, further evaluations and 

remedy by licensed electrician is advised.

Cover over some breakers in electrical panel, not typical of 

what I see thus likely was not done by a licensed electrician, 

thus in my opinion further evaluations and remedy by 

licensed electrician is strongly advised.
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Any items in this report that you do not fully understand, it is strongly advised that you call this 

inspection service for further explanations and clarifications.

Thank you,

Steve Nagel

President A2Z Home Inspections Inc.
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TEN PLEX ESTIMATES OF REPAIR COSTS:

Installation of water heater straps  $500
Caulking repairs throughout bathroom and windows  $500
Dishwasher replacement $400 (each dishwasher)  $4000 total
Water damage to ceiling  $400
Heat lamp repair or replacement  $200
Air gap loops to be installed and created  
for dishwasher drains  $250 for all 10 apts
Entry door deadbolt repair  $100
Siding rot repairs  $500
Deck support strapping and plates  $800
Removal of shed outbuilding  $200
Front and rear downspout repairs/replacement as necessary  $500
Deck rot conditions and lag bolting decks to building 
in a staggered pattern  $1500
Paint touch ups to exterior  $1000-1500
Walk way repairs for adverse settlement issue (slip trip hazards)  $400
Federal pacific electrical panels all need replacement in all apts  $11,000
Sliding door replacement $5000  (all apts)
Windows  $18000
Gutter cleaning  $200
Water damage in front of dishwasher  $500 

Total Estimated Costs:  $45,550-$46,050
(This is an estimate of costs for these items based on my experience and is not is to be viewed 
or interpreted as actual costs as costs and estimates can vary depending on variables from 
contractors and quality of work that is contracted for by property owners) 



Conclusion:

I envision the creation of national databases which 
have access to local MLS services and provide reciprocal 
rights. I see standardized building inspection programs 
combined with national and regional cost services combined 
with BPOs.  This will provide the end user with an estimate 
of value, plus a comprehensive building inspection report as 
well as the general costs to fix deficiencies.

Free residential AVMs will continue to improve, as will 
the pay-for-play versions; it’s simply the nature of technology.  
I see the introduction of a free commercial AVM into the 
public domains as well as more sources geared for private 
use.  

Rules regarding uses for all types of AVMs can be found 
in the “Interagency Appraisal and Evaluation Guidelines” 
which was originally published in 1994 and revised in 
2010 by the federal financial regulatory agencies.  This 
document provides guidance in the use of appraisals and 
other evaluation tools for regulated banking institutions 
for real estate related transactions.  In accordance with the 
Dodd-Frank Act, AVMs and BPOs can be used for collateral 
monitoring purposes, but not used to facilitate the primary 
transaction.  Further, these guidelines do not propose 
standards for an AVM algorithm and puts that responsibility 
on the institution which created it.

The timeline and degree of accuracy needed will 



probably dictate which resources or combination of 
resources to use, from an AVM to formal appraisal. Armed 
with above information, you are ready to make an informed 
decision about what type of tool and technique to use with 
valuing nearly any type of property.

If you are going to need to value real estate in distant 
markets on a consistent basis, then it’s going to pay you 
handsomely to do the research to find better and newer 
sources of data. In this age of “right now,” I envision the need 
for an app which would service the needs of users who need 
values and repair costs in distant markets for both residential 
and commercial properties.

I apologize for not being all-inclusive in my 
documentation of sources; if you have better sources, then 
use them.  I further apologize in advance for any formatting, 
grammar or syntax errors. I do not take responsibility for the 
accuracy of the quoted sources.  I welcome comments and 
criticism at my website, kellygithens.com.  

Good luck and caveat emptor.

This eBook is provided for information purposes only 
and you should always consult with a licensed real estate 
professional and/or an attorney or both before transacting 
business.  Please see our legal section on our website for 
more information.

http://kellygithens.com/


Below is an example of a comprehensive Commercial 
Due Diligence Checklist:

Acquisition of Real Estate – Comprehensive Due Diligence 
Checklist

The acquisition of real estate involves a myriad of issues 
which should be addressed by the purchaser and its counsel. 
The following outline is created to serve as a due diligence 
checklist for such acquisition. The checklist is not intended to, 
and cannot, include state and local regulations or practices, 
but rather is an attempt to raise the practitioner’s level of 
consciousness on issues of general application. The reader 
should investigate state and local requirements as well.

I- GENERAL INFORMATION

A. Determine address and location of the property; obtain 
any applicable tax identification numbers, subdivision parcel 
numbers and other governmental designations of the 
property.

B. Identify record owner of the property and period of 
ownership. Obtain information on Seller’s domicile or 
company or company directors – Citizen of? Obtain Seller’s 
I.D. number or Company registration number.

C. Determine past record owners of the property for at least 
60 years (obtain name and period of ownership for each).

D. Identify present tenants and subtenants of the property.



E. Determine past tenants and subtenants of the property 
(obtain name and period of tenancy for each).

F. Identify all present uses of the property.

G. Obtain description of the property, as follows:

1. Size of the property (acres or square meters).

2. Number of buildings at the property.

3. For each building provide:

a. number of stories and square meter per story

b. kind of construction (e.g., brick, wood, steel, etc.)

c. age

d. current use and prior uses (indicate time period for each 
prior use)

4. For any previous building on the property obtain:

a. date demolished

b. uses (indicate time period for each use)

5. Determine and describe any structures currently on the 
property other than buildings (such as water towers, above 
ground tanks, cellular phone towers, high tension wire 
towers, etc.).

6. Determine and describe any structures other than 



buildings previously on the property (include relevant time 
periods).

H. Identify (if any) person responsible for environmental 
matters at the property.

II. TITLE AND SURVEY

A. Obtain from seller and evaluate copies of all title insurance 
policies, title insurance reports, attorneys’ title certifications; 
if available from Seller all documents and/or title exceptions 
referred to therein.

B. Obtain from seller copy of deed by which seller acquired 
its interest in the property, if in fee simple, or deed or 
assignment by which seller acquired leasehold interest, if 
subject to ground lease. Obtain from seller other documents 
relating to its acquisition of the property – acquisition 
agreements, settlement sheets, due diligence items.

C. Order new title search and obtain title insurance 
commitment insuring purchaser (including appropriate 
affirmative coverage endorsements). Obtain from title agent 
copies of all documents and exceptions described in title 
insurance commitment. Order judgment searches and lien 
sheets. Evaluate condition of title, all title exceptions, and 
reports of all such searches, and determine if any lis pendens 
exist. Consider whether to competitively bid title insurance 
where premiums and fees not covered by state filings. 
Consider need for reinsurance and direct access agreements 



for the benefit of purchaser. Determine what title policy 
endorsements are available, and at what cost.

D. Obtain from seller copies of all existing surveys and plats, 
surveyor’s reports and surveyor’s certifications.

E. Order new surveys or updates of existing surveys for 
the property, as appropriate; among other things, current 
boundaries, all existing and proposed improvements, all 
parking spaces, all present and proposed utility lines and 
systems, and all easements, rights-of-way, restrictions, 
encroachments, setback lines, and other title exceptions. 
Surveys should be accompanied by certifications as to survey 
matters in a form acceptable to purchaser. Evaluate surveys 
and all conditions shown on surveys. Have surveyor prepare 
a metes and bounds description of the property.

F. Obtain estoppel certificate from the ground lessor, if 
applicable, confirming terms of ground lease and non-
existence of defaults or specifying defaults. Determine if 
Ground Lessor consent is required. Obtain such consent 
if required. Consider need to amend ground lease, and if 
necessary, amend ground lease to purchaser’s satisfaction 
at or prior to settlement. Consider need to obtain non-
disturbance protection from any fee mortgagee.

G. Confirm direct access, for purposes of vehicular and 
pedestrian ingress and egress, of the property to a public 
street or roadway. If no direct access, evaluate alternatives, 
including availability of easements.



H. Obtain from seller evidence of compliance of the property 
with all applicable private restrictions and covenants 
(recorded and unrecorded), and procure any required 
approvals prior to settlement.

I. Confirm at or prior to settlement that all mortgages, deeds 
of trust and other liens encumbering the property (other 
than those mortgages and/or deeds of trust, if any, to be 
assumed at settlement by purchaser or as to which title will 
be taken subject to) have been satisfied and released of 
record or arrangements for releases have been made.

III. REAL PROPERTY TAXES AND OTHER GOVERNMENTAL 
IMPOSITIONS

A. Obtain from seller and evaluate:

1. Copies of current bills showing all real property taxes, 
agricultural taxes, other ordinary and special assessments, 
water and sewer charges and other impositions.

2. Copies of all current notices of real property tax 
assessments and assessments as to any special or other 
impositions.

3. Copies of any notices or letters advising of pending 
reassessments or forthcoming special assessments.

4. Copies of any pleadings, filings, notices and/or other 
correspondence pertaining to challenges, appeals or other 
proceedings concerning real property tax matters, special 



assessments and other governmental impositions.

5. Copies of any agreements with governmental or taxing 
authorities concerning the deferral or reduction of real 
property taxes or other impositions, or payments in lieu of 
taxes.

6. Information concerning any special taxing districts in which 
the property is located.

B. Conduct independent investigation to confirm all 
applicable governmental impositions for real property taxes, 
special assessments, water, sewer, and other charges, and to 
determine likelihood of any pending or future reassessments 
or special assessments. Consider feasibility of entering into 
tax incentive agreements (such as payments in lieu of taxes) 
with local governments. Determine whether the property is 
subject to agricultural assessment.

C. Investigate whether any statutory abatement of taxes 
affects the property.

IV. ZONING, SUBDIVISION AND LAND USE MATTERS

A. Obtain from seller and evaluate:

1. Evidence of current zoning and land use classifications 
and compliance of the property with respect to zoning, 
subdivision and land use laws and regulations;

2. Copies of all applicable subdivision approvals, special 
exceptions, variances, and other governmental legislative 



and administrative actions concerning zoning, land use and 
subdivision matters;

3. Copies of all violation notices, notices of pending rezoning 
or land use reclassifications, and all pleadings or filings 
pertaining to zoning, subdivision or land use actions or 
proceedings;

4. Copies of any opinions of counsel as to zoning, subdivision 
or land use matters in the possession of seller;

5. Copies of any agreements, orders or decrees concerning 
impact fees, linkage fees, exactions, adequate public facilities 
charges or similar fees or charges;

6. Copies of any agreements relating to growth management 
or adequate public facilities laws or regulations; and

7. Copies of any agreements or proposed deeds with 
respect to any contemplated dedication or proffers to any 
governmental agency or private body of any portions of any 
of the properties;

B. Conduct independent investigation to determine 
compliance of the property with applicable zoning, 
subdivision and land use laws and regulations.

1. Review all applicable laws, rules, regulations, agreements, 
orders and approvals.

2. Consider need for opinions of counsel.



3. Consider need for title insurance zoning endorsements.

4. Obtain comfort as to absence of pending zoning or 
land use reclassifications and any other legislative or 
administrative actions which might adversely affect the 
property, its zoning, subdivision or land use status, or 
purchaser’s contemplated uses.

5. Confirm with surveyor compliance of the property with 
respect to any applicable setback requirements.

6. Consider applicability of any state or local adequate public 
facilities, smart growth, or other growth management 
legislation, moratoria, and impact fees, linkage charges or 
exactions, whether currently enacted or contemplated, 
particularly as to any contemplated construction on or 
improvement of the property.

7. Determine any contemplated dedication or proffers of 
any portions of the property to any governmental agency or 
private body.

C. Consider meeting with local community or citizens 
groups and local zoning officials to explain the conveyance 
of the property from seller to purchaser and any particular 
plans that purchaser may have after conveyance, such as 
expansion or new construction.

V. STRUCTURAL SUFFICIENCY AND CONSTRUCTION

A. Obtain from seller copies of as-built plans and 



specifications for the property.

B. Obtain copies of all warranties still in effect; determine 
assignability.

C. Obtain and evaluate a comprehensive study of the physical 
condition of the property, prepared by an engineer or 
consultant selected by purchaser. Procure from seller copies 
of any such studies previously obtained by seller. Consider 
need for any repairs or replacements, as revealed by such 
studies, and reach agreement with seller as to allocation of 
costs thereof.

D. Obtain from seller copies of any building code violation 
notices or other violation notices pertaining to the property. 
If any such violations exist, reach agreement with seller as to 
responsibility for amelioration prior to settlement and as to 
payment of costs of amelioration.

E. If there is any present or contemplated construction or 
improvement of the property, obtain from seller:

1. copies of plans and specifications;

2. copies of all construction contracts, major subcontracts, 
and architectural services agreements;

3. copies of approvals from all required governmental 
agencies and private entities (e.g., building permits, 
environmental approvals, approvals of ground lessors);

4. copies of any payment and performance bonds;



5. copies of construction budget and project cost 
breakdowns; and

6. copies of engineering feasibility studies, soil tests, and 
borings.

7. Determine whether purchaser should require that 
construction be completed prior to settlement, and if 
not, identify the conditions pertaining to uncompleted 
construction to be met as of settlement.

F. Obtain from seller copies of pleadings, settlement 
agreements and relevant correspondence pertaining to 
any pending or threatened litigation relating to ongoing or 
completed construction at the property.

G. Confirm at or immediately prior to settlement that no 
mechanics’ liens or materialmen’s liens have been filed 
with respect to the property. Obtain from seller at or before 
settlement all affidavits, indemnities, and waivers of liens of 
contractors in this regard that purchaser or title insurer shall 
require.

H. Conduct independent investigation to determine 
whether any existing building code violations or other 
violations exist with respect to the property. Resolve with 
seller responsibility for making of all ameliorations prior to 
settlement and for the payment for all costs of amelioration.

I. If property is residential property, investigate presence of 
lead paint; determine cost of removal.



J. Consider conducting a termite inspection (may be required 
by lender for residential property); consider conducting a 
radon inspection.

K. Determine whether smoke detector, sprinkler or similar 
ordinances are applicable to the property.

VI. TENANTS AND SUBTENANTS

A. Obtain complete copies of all leases, including all 
amendments, addenda, exhibits, side agreements, lease 
abstracts, etc. Inquire as to credit worthiness of each tenant.

B. Obtain copies of all lease commission agreements

C. Obtain copies of the most up-to-date rent roll including 
the following by tenant:

1. Tenant name and suite number;

2. Square footage (both rentable and usable);

3. Lease commencement date;

4. Lease expiration date;

5. Listing of options;

6. Annual and monthly base rent including steps;

7. Responsibility for taxes, insurance, operating expense 
stops, base year information;

8. Security deposits;



9. Rent concessions;

10. Rights of first offer or refusal;

11. Expansion options;

12. Cancellation clauses;

13. Any other preferential clauses or restrictions (e.g., 
signage, exclusive, etc.);

14. Responsibility for maintenance, repairs, casualty losses;

15. Obligations of parties to make improvements permitted 
use.

D. Obtain copies of all real estate tax bills, reassessments and 
correspondence for the preceding five years.

E. Obtain copies of all personal property tax bills and 
correspondence for the preceding five years.

F. Obtain copies of all utility bills for current and prior two 
years, and relevant correspondence (e.g. utility energy 
savings programs). Obtain a list of the location and purpose 
of each meter.

G. Obtain detailed map of property, including at least the 
following:

1. Site plan;

2. Floor-by-floor space plan locating each tenant and vacant 



space;

3. Individual space plans identifying constructed 
improvements;

4. As-built plans.

H. Obtain copies of tenant escalation (real estate taxes, and 
insurance) billing worksheets that show the calculations 
including base year information, stops, etc.

I. Obtain copies of all service contracts including a brief 
description of its purpose and current amount being paid.

J. Obtain itemized list of operating expenses for the prior five 
years.

K. Obtain year-to-date financial statements including the 
current year’s operating and capital budgets.

L. Obtain year-end financial statements and audit reports for 
the prior two years.

M. Obtain current schedule of any tenant improvement work 
not started.

N. Obtain current on-going construction contracts.

O. Obtain copies of notices regarding violation of ordinances.

P. Obtain description and cost of major additions, deletions 
and renovations completed or anticipated.



Q. Obtain any required compliance survey, engineering 
reports and environmental reports, if available.

R. Obtain copies of latest building inspection reports and 
certificates of occupancy for the building shell and for each 
tenant space.

S. Obtain any information relating to the soil condition in 
respect to the property.

T. Obtain copies of park covenants and approvals for the 
building if located in an office or industrial park.

U. Obtain from each tenant and subtenant an estoppel 
certificate:

1. Confirming lease or sublease and important details of the 
tenancy; and

2. Confirming non-existence of defaults or specifying 
defaults; and

3. Confirming the non-existence of any bankruptcy or similar 
proceedings by or against the tenant.

V. Determine whether there are any statutory rights of first 
refusal in favor of any tenants.

VII. UTILITIES

A. Obtain from seller and evaluate evidence of sources and 
availability of all required utilities (e.g., electricity, gas, water, 
sewer, steam, telephone).



B. Obtain from seller and evaluate copies of any applicable 
governmental or private agreements concerning availability 
of, or hook-up to, required utilities.

C. Conduct independent investigation to confirm availability 
and sufficiency of all required utilities.

VIII. INSURANCE

A. Obtain evidence from seller that the property is 
adequately covered by insurance satisfactory to purchaser. 
Seek increases in coverages if inadequate.

B. Obtain evidence that purchaser has been added as an 
additional insured during the contract period, to the extent 
of its interests, with respect to each policy of insurance 
maintained by seller for the property.

C. Determine whether the property is located in an area 
designated as having special flood risks and, if so designated, 
obtain available flood insurance.

D. Obtain from seller reports as to any existing or threatened 
litigation concerning insurance claims with respect to the 
property, together with copies of all pleadings, settlement 
agreements and other relevant documentation.

E. Obtain comfort at settlement that the property has not 
suffered a casualty loss prior to settlement which has not 
been properly and fully repaired at seller’s expense. If repairs 
are incomplete, confirm arrangements for completion of 



work, at seller’s expense (or alternatively, at purchaser’s 
expense with a sufficient credit at settlement).

F. Obtain insurance coverage at or prior to settlement 
protecting purchaser with respect to:

1. fire and other casualties and hazards on the buildings, 
improvements and contents;

2. flood insurance (if applicable);

3. public liability insurance;

4. plate glass insurance (if desired);

5. business interruption insurance (if desired);

6. rent insurance (if desired); and

7. any other insurance desired by purchaser.

G. Evaluate applicable deductibles and self-insurance.

IX. FINANCING TO BE ASSUMED BY PURCHASER (IF ANY).

A. Obtain copies of all notes, mortgages, deeds of trust, 
security agreements and other loan documents with respect 
to any existing financing to be assumed (including taking 
title subject to existing financing) by purchaser as part of 
acquisition.

B. Review and evaluate all such loan and mortgage 
documentation to determine:



1. feasibility of assumption by purchaser; (e.g., due on sale or 
encumbrance) and consent by mortgagee;

2. conditions pertaining to assumption by purchaser;

3. any applicable fees or penalties; and

4. any modifications desired by purchaser as a condition of 
assumption.

C. Obtain estoppel certificate from each such mortgagee or 
lender:

1. confirming important details of each such financing;

2. confirming outstanding principal balance; and

3. confirming non-existence of defaults or specifying defaults.

D. Obtain any required modifications in anticipation of 
settlement.

X. CONDEMNATION

A. Obtain from seller and evaluate copies of any notices 
or correspondence regarding pending or threatened 
condemnation of the property.

B. Conduct independent investigation to determine whether 
any condemnations are pending or threatened with respect 
to the property. If any such actions are pending or imminent, 
consider effect on transaction.



XI. APPRAISALS

A. Obtain from seller copies of all existing appraisals for the 
property. If desired or necessary, obtain and evaluate new 
appraisals for the property satisfactory in form to purchaser 
and any lender.

XII. PERMITS AND LICENSES

A. Obtain from seller copies of all permits, licenses and 
governmental approvals (other than environmental permits) 
maintained by seller in connection with its operation of the 
property.

B. Conduct independent investigation to determine nature 
of all permits, licenses and approvals required in connection 
with the contemplated operation of the property by 
purchaser.

C. Consider feasibility of transfer and/or assignment of 
any existing permits, licenses and approvals from seller to 
purchaser. Obtain new permits, licenses, no violation letters 
and approvals as required.

XIII. PROPERTY AGREEMENTS

A. Obtain from seller copies of all agreements pertaining 
to seller’s use or operation of the property, including 
management agreements, contracts providing for removal 
of snow and ice and/or refuse, agreements pertaining to 
the maintenance of the property, contracts relating to the 



maintenance and/or replacement of systems serving the 
property, and public works agreements and any unrecorded 
agreements with any governmental agency.

B. Determine feasibility of assigning any contracts described 
in the preceding subparagraph from seller to purchaser 
at settlement, if so desired by purchaser. Consider rights 
of termination and any applicable fees or charges for 
termination.

C. Obtain comfort that purchaser will, at settlement or 
within a reasonable time thereafter, be able to enter into all 
property agreements deemed by seller to be necessary in 
connection with its use and/or operation of the property.

D. Evaluate feasibility of assignment at settlement by seller 
to purchaser of any warranties with respect to the roof and 
equipment at the property.

E. Obtain from seller copies of all listing agreements for 
rentals at the property; determine whether commissions will 
be due from purchaser in the event of renewal of any lease.

XIV. COMPLIANCE INVESTIGATION

A. Conduct an audit of the property’s systems technology 
to determine whether the technology is able to accurately 
process date/time data (including, but not limited to, 
calculating, comparing and sequencing).

XV. PERSONAL PROPERTY



A. Obtain from seller a listing of any personal property 
utilized by seller in connection with its operation of the 
property which will be conveyed to purchaser.

B. Obtain from seller copies of all bills of sale and other 
documentation pursuant to which title to any personal 
property to be conveyed to purchaser became vested in 
seller.

C. At or prior to settlement obtain from seller evidence 
that title to any such personal property will be assigned 
to purchaser at settlement free and clear of all liens and 
security interests.

XVI. HISTORIC PROPERTY DESIGNATIONS

A. Obtain from seller copies of all orders, decrees, special 
legislative enactments or agreements enacted by or made 
with or by any federal, state or local government or agency 
concerning the designation of the property as historic, as a 
landmark, or as being subject to any similar classification.

B. Conduct independent investigation to determine 
whether any of the properties have been designated, 
or are likely in the future to be designated, as historic 
properties, as landmarks, or as being subject to any similar 
classification. Consider the impact of such designations or 
potential designations upon the value of the property being 
acquired and any contemplated plans for construction or 
improvements of those properties.



XVII. ADJUSTMENTS

A. Consider the financial adjustments which will have to be 
made at settlement in connection with acquisition of the 
property, including without limitation, adjustments as to real 
property taxes and other governmental impositions, utility 
charges and service contracts.

B. Consider the cost of any taxes and other charges payable 
in connection with the conveyance of the property, and the 
recordation of the deed or other documents at settlement.

XVIII. ENVIRONMENTAL MATTERS – OBTAIN WITH RESPECT 
TO THE PROPERTY INFORMATION AND DOCUMENTS, AND 
CONDUCT AN INDEPENDENT INVESTIGATION, TO ADDRESS 
ISSUES SPECIFIED BELOW

A. Physical Condition of Property

1. Underground Storage Tanks

a. Any currently existing aboveground or underground 
storage tanks, or tanks previously located at the property, 
providing the following for each:

(i) size

(ii) construction;

(iii) age (or age at removal or closure);

(iv) current and past uses, including the time period for each 
use;



(v) if no longer in use, determine abandonment/closure/
removal procedure

(vi) compliance with applicable registration and tank 
maintenance, testing and safety requirements.

2. Determine and describe any lakes, lagoons, 
impoundments, pits, septic tanks, trenches, dry wells, catch 
basins, ditches, trenches, or other open conduits that are or 
have been on the property, providing for each:

a. size;

b. nature of material contained in or conveyed;

c. liners and detection systems; and

d. description of any dams, dikes or embankments.

3. Determine and describe any pipelines now or previously 
on the property, including size and materials transported, 
when constructed, and type.

4. Determine and describe any locations on the property 
where any materials, wastes, or substances have been 
released or disposed of, providing for each:

a. size;

b. when disposal or release occurred;

c. nature of material waste or substance; and



d. nature of disposal or release.

e. any remedial action that took place

5. Determine any unusual land or soil coloration or 
other unusual conditions at the property and obtain an 
explanation.

6. Determine any stressed or unusual vegetation or physical 
irregularities that might indicate unusual subsurface 
conditions or disposal of wastes, and obtain an explanation.

7. Determine any areas on the property which would 
be or have been designated under federal, state or local 
regulations as wetlands, flood plains, coastal areas, habitat 
for endangered species or historical/archeological sites 
(location, size, type).

B. Ongoing Operations at Property

1. Determine and describe any hazardous materials and/
or hazardous waste management facilities at the property, 
including treatment, storage, disposal and recycling facilities.

2. Determine and describe any pollution control, treatment 
or pre-treatment equipment or operations (e.g., wastewater 
treatment or air pollution control equipment) now or 
previously used at the property, including for each the 
purpose, flow or throughput rate, size, type, and age.

3. Determine the type, quantity and storage of fuels used at 
the property.



a. Heating

b. Vehicle

c. Other

4. Determine any chemicals, compounds, or substances used 
in or stored at the property (name, hazard class, and volume 
per month).

5. Solid Wastes

a. Determine and describe all wastes generated or handled 
at the property, the quantities of each, and how they were 
handled, stored, and disposed. For hazardous wastes, 
determine waste codes and obtain any available analyses 
and reports.

b. Determine the wastes which are generated by air emission 
control systems at the property and the manner in which 
they are handled.

6. Wastewater Issues

a. Determine the total annual process wastewater discharge 
and the place of discharge.

b. Determine the total non-contact cooling water discharge 
and the place of discharge.

c. Determine the total sanitary wastewater discharge and the 
place of discharge.



d. Determine the total surface runoff water discharge, the 
place of discharge, and any treatment thereof.

e. Determine wastewater constituents which are monitored 
and the results of any monitoring.

f. Evaluate potential restrictions on wastewater discharges 
due to POTW capacity and/or water quality.

7. Air Issues

a. Determine whether any stationary sources of air pollutants 
discharge from the property.

b. Determine whether there is any equipment or process for 
which an air permit has been issued.

c. Evaluate whether the facility is located in an attainment or 
non-attainment area with respect to National Ambient Air 
Quality Standards, and whether potential facility expansions 
or modifications could be effected.

C. Indoor and Miscellaneous Environmental Issues

1. Asbestos

a. If asbestos has ever been located on any part of the 
property, determine, if applicable, the removal process, the 
disposal process and whether federal and local regulations 
were followed, and obtain any available documentation.

b. Determine the presence of any asbestos or asbestos 
containing materials at the property, and any on-going 



asbestos maintenance, abatement, and/or operations plan in 
effect.

c. Evaluate compliance with state/governmental 
requirements concerning Asbestos, including requirements 
concerning record-keeping, warning signs, and training.

2. PCB’s

a. Determine any equipment containing PCBs on the 
property and any PCB spills or leaks.

b. Determine PCB inspection, labeling and storage or 
management procedures, and provide documentation.

3. Radon

a. Determine whether the property or any facility on the 
property has been tested for radon. If so, obtain results of 
the tests and reports as to any remediation system.

b. Determine radon levels typically found in the vicinity of the 
property.

c. If necessary, evaluate potential remedial action.

4. Lead

a. Determine whether any water piping on the property 
contains lead (including lead-containing solder).

b. Obtain any test results for drinking water.



c. Determine whether paint on buildings, structures or 
equipment at the property contains lead.

d. Determine any locations where paint on a structure, 
building or equipment is peeling.

5. Chlorofluorocarbons

a. Determine the usage of chlorofluorocarbons at 
the property, including with respect to all systems 
serving buildings on the property. Consider impact of 
cost of replacement with systems which do not use 
chlorofluorocarbons.

6. Drinking Water

a. Determine quality of drinking water and compliance with 
state and local laws

D. Adjacent Properties.

1. Determine adjacent land usage (developed, commercial, 
industrial, residential) at the property.

2. Determine names of current adjacent landowners and the 
location of their properties, and to the degree possible, their 
financial viability.

3. Determine previous uses of adjacent land.

4. Determine and describe any waste disposal sites, landfills, 
pits, ponds or lagoons located within one-quarter mile of the 
property.



5. Determine any state sites located within one mile of the 
property which are listed in a hazardous or any similar list.

6. Determine whether any government agencies have 
required remediation or testing with respect to any location 
within one mile of the property.

7. Determine whether runoff from adjacent sites flows onto 
the property or into surface water or storm drainage systems 
that serve the property.

8. Determine area-wide groundwater flow conditions and 
direction.

E. Documentation to be Reviewed to Provide Information 
Concerning Subject Matters Set Forth Above

1. From the Property Owner:

a. regulatory notices and current and past permits, permit 
applications and regulatory agency files and correspondence.

b. documents concerning past or present enforcement 
actions against the property resulting from non-compliance 
with environmental laws.

c. responses to audit inquiry letters pertaining to the 
property.

d. warning signs posted at the property, and information as 
to when they were first posted.

e. warnings placed on any products produced at the 



property, and when the warning was first provided.

f. material safety data sheets for materials produced or used 
at the property.

g. reports or surveys with respect to any spill or other 
environmentally related incident.

h. spill-control plans which have been developed and 
implemented with respect to the property.

i. emergency response plans

j. maps and aerial photographs of the property (may need to 
be obtained from third-parties or government agencies)

k. notices from environmental groups, specifically including 
those prerequisite to filing of citizen suits to enforce federal, 
state, or other environmental laws and regulations.

l. spill reports and notifications, administrative complaints, 
compliance orders, injunctions, or other proceedings 
including compensatory and punitive assessments, 
fines, or penalties pursuant to any federal, state or other 
environmental statute or regulation.

m. environmental policies and procedures

n. waste manifests

o. discharge monitoring reports and other reports for any 
pollution discharge



p. environmental litigation files and administrative response 
files.

q. any previous Phase I or Phase II studies, or other 
environmental studies of the subject property, and if 
possible, adjacent properties.

r. groundwater and soil sampling and testing results.

s. environmental compliance audits performed internally or 
by outside personnel with respect to the operations of seller 
or previous owners or tenants at the property.

t. flood plain maps and available wetlands delineation maps 
(may need to get from third-parties)

u. for sellers that are public companies, any notification 
to the relevant stock exchange regarding material effects 
resulting from compliance with federal and state laws or 
regulations or pending or contemplated administrative or 
judicial proceedings arising under federal, state or local laws.

v. Financial documents relating to adjacent owners (will likely 
need to be obtained from third-parties)

EXHIBIT A

LENDER’S TITLE INSURANCE REQUIREMENTS CHECKLIST

PROPERTY: CITY: [City]

STATE: [State]



ADDRESS: [Property Address]

COUNTY: [County]

PROPERTY NAME: [Common name of Property]

TITLE COMPANY: _________________Title Insurance 
Company

TITLE COMMITMENT NO.: ___________________________

BORROWER: [Name of Borrowing Entity]

LENDER: ______________________________

__ 1. Title Insurance Company Requirements:

__ a. The maximum single risk (i.e., the amount insured 
under any one policy) by a title insurer may not exceed 25% 
of that insurer’s surplus and statutory reserves.

__ b. The Policy must be written by an insurer authorized 
to do business in the jurisdiction in which the Mortgaged 
Property is located.

__ 2. Loan Policy Forms.

__ 3. Insurance Amount. The amount insured must equal at 
least the original principal amount of the Loan.

__ 4. Named Insured. The named insured under the 
Policy must be substantially the same as the following: 
“____________________, and its successors and assigns.”



__ 5. Creditors’ Rights. Any “creditors’ rights” exception or 
other exclusion from coverage for voidable transactions 
under bankruptcy, fraudulent conveyance or other debtor 
protection laws or equitable principles must be removed by 
either an endorsement or a written waiver.

__ 6. Arbitration. In the event that the form Policy which 
is utilized includes a compulsory arbitration provision, 
the insurer must agree that such compulsory arbitration 
provisions do not apply to any claims by or on behalf of the 
insured.

__ 7. Date of Policy. The effective date of the Policy 
must be as of the date and time of the Closing, but, 
if a gap closing (i.e., a funding of the loan prior to the 
recording of the Mortgage) shall be authorized by 
__________________________ and the Mortgage (or Deed 
of Trust – either of which are hereinafter referred to as a 
“Mortgage”) shall not be recorded until after the Closing, 
upon the recording of the Mortgage the Policy shall be 
redated as of the date of the recording of the Mortgage.

__ 8. Legal Description. The legal description of the 
Mortgaged Property contained in the Policy must conform 
to (i) the legal description shown on the survey of the 
Mortgaged Property, and (ii) the legal description contained 
in the Mortgage. In any event, the Policy must be endorsed 
to provide that the insured legal description is the same as 
that shown on the survey.



Easements. Each Policy shall insure, as separate parcels: (a) 
all appurtenant easements and other estates benefiting 
the Mortgaged Property, and (b) all other rights, title and 
interests of the borrower in real property under reciprocal 
easement agreements, access agreements, operating 
agreements and agreements containing covenants, 
conditions and restrictions relating to the Mortgaged 
Property.

__ 10. Tax, Judgment and Lien Searches. Tax, judgment 
and lien searches must be made no earlier than 30 days 
before the closing of the loan against the borrower and the 
indemnitors (identified as such in the Loan Commitment) 
in (i) the county where the Mortgaged Property is located, 
(ii) the governmental office (or other appropriate office) 
of the state where the Mortgaged Property is located, 
(iii) the county where any such party has its principal 
place of business or, if an individual, its residence, (iv) the 
governmental office (or other appropriate office) of the state 
where any such party has its principal place of business or, 
if an individual, its residence, and (v) if not already covered, 
the governmental office (or other appropriate office) of the 
states of formation of each of the foregoing entities.

__ 11. Exception to Coverage. With respect to the exceptions, 
the following applies:

__ a. Based upon representations made by the title insurer, 
each Policy shall afford the broadest coverage available in the 
state in which the Mortgaged Property is located. In addition, 



each Policy shall state that the Mortgage is a valid first lien on 
the Mortgaged Property.

__ b. With respect to the “standard” exception (such as for 
parties in possession or other matters not shown on public 
records), such exceptions must be deleted.

__ c. With respect to the “standard” exception regarding 
tenants in possession under residential leases, such 
exception should also be deleted. In the alternative, the 
exception should read as follows: “Rights or claims of parties 
in possession under residential leases or occupants of 
apartment units, as tenants only.”

__ d. The “standard” survey exception to the Policy must 
be deleted. Instead, a survey reading reflecting the current 
survey should be incorporated.

__ e. Any exception for taxes, assessments or other lienable 
items must expressly insure that such taxes, assessments or 
other items are not yet due and payable.

__ f. Any lien, encumbrance, covenant, condition, restriction 
or easement and other matters of record must be listed 
in the Policy and may remain if such exception would be 
acceptable to mortgage lending institutions generally or is 
covered by affirmative insurance generally acceptable to 
mortgage lending institutions. The Policy must affirmatively 
insure that the improvements do not encroach upon the 
listed easements or insure against all loss or damage due to 



such encroachment.

g. The Policy may not contain any exception for any filed or 
unfiled mechanics’ or materialmen’s liens.

__ h. In the event that a comprehensive endorsement 
has been issued and any Schedule B exceptions continue 
to be excluded from the coverage provided through 
that endorsement, then a determination must be 
made whether such exceptions would be acceptable to 
_________________________.

__ i. If Schedule B indicates the presence of any easements 
that are not located on the survey, the Policy must provide 
affirmative insurance against any loss resulting from the 
exercise by the holder of such easement of its right to use or 
maintain the easement.

__ 12. Endorsements. With respect to endorsements, the 
following applies (unless by law such endorsements are not 
available in a particular jurisdiction):

__ a. Each Policy must include an acceptable environmental 
protection lien endorsement on the appropriate 
governmental form (if any).

__ b. Each Policy must contain an endorsement which 
provides that the insured legal description is the same as 
shown on the survey.

__ c. Each Policy must contain a comprehensive 



endorsement if a lien, encumbrance, condition, restriction or 
easement is listed in Schedule B to the title insurance policy.

__ d. The following endorsements shall be included in each 
Policy (unless inapplicable given the circumstances of the 
transaction):

- access

- zoning

- assignment of loan documents

- contiguity

- single tax lot

- doing business

- due execution

- mortgage tax

- usury

- address

- assignment of leases and rents

- assessments

- mineral rights

- reverter



- subdivision

- leasehold

- tie-in

- first loss

- last dollar

__ 13. Other Coverages. Each Policy shall insure the following 
by endorsement or affirmative insurance.

__ a. that no conditions, covenants or restrictions of record 
affecting the Mortgaged Property:

Copyright

(i) have been violated,

__ (ii) create lien rights which prime the insured mortgage,

__ (iii) contain a right of reverter or forfeiture, a right of 
reentry or power of termination, or

__ (iv) if violated in the future would result in the lien created 
by the insured mortgage, or title to the Mortgaged Property 
being lost, forfeited or subordinated; and

__ b. that except for temporary interference resulting 
solely from maintenance, repair, replacement or alteration 
of lines, facilities or equipment located in easements and 
rights of way taken as certain exceptions to each Policy, 



such exceptions do not and shall not prevent the use and 
operation of the Mortgaged Property or the improvements 
as used and operated on the effective date of the Policy.

__ 14. Informational Matters. The Policy must include, as an 
informational note, the following:

__ a. The recorded plat number together with recording 
information; and

__ b. The property parcel number or the tax identification 
number, as applicable.

__ 15. Financing Statements. Any financing statements filed 
or recorded showing the Lender as secured party must 
be shown as an informational note only. Such financing 
statements (and any assignments thereof) may not be listed 
as exceptions on Schedule B.

__ 16. Delivery of Copies. All copies of all easements, 
encumbrances or other restrictions shown as exceptions on 
the Policy must be delivered.

EXHIBIT B

TO THE SURVEYOR

Please prepare three (3) original copies, signed and sealed 
by you, of a survey of the real property that is the subject 
of this transaction or financing meeting the specifications 
set forth herein. In connection with the preparation of the 
survey, you will be furnished with a recent title insurance 



commitment with respect to the real property and copies of 
all of the easements, rights-of-way and other title exceptions 
noted therein. The survey should be accompanied by three 
(3) copies of a consolidated perimeter metes and bounds 
description and, if required by the owner or the purchaser 
of the real property, the lender or the title insurer, three (3) 
copies of a surveyor’s report in a specified form. The survey 
shall indicate the following:

1. The scale of the survey.

2. The North direction indicated by an arrow.

3. The beginning point definitively located in the dimensions 
of the Property.

4. The courses and distances (including radii and chords of all 
curved lines and their tangent points located by coordinates) 
of the entire perimeter. No distance shall be marked “more 
or less” except those that begin, terminate or bind on water 
or marshland, and in that event the limits of “more or less” 
must be set forth in feet.

5. The location and grades of all improvements on, as well 
as the physical characteristics of, the Property, such as walls, 
fences, streets, parking lots, buildings, driveways, visible 
utility installations to point of connection with any public 
system, cemeteries, streams and other water bodies, and all 
monuments and markers.

6. The meridian line drawn through one of the corners 



of the perimeter of the Property and another line drawn 
at right angles to said meridian through the same point. 
The meridian so drawn shall be either a true meridian or 
the magnetic meridian as of the date of the survey and so 
marked on the survey. All the courses and distances and 
coordinates shown on the survey shall be calculated from the 
said meridian and right angle line.

7. The width of any streets, alleys, curbs and pavements that 
abut or traverse the Property. The names of and distances to 
the nearest intersecting streets must be shown. The names 
of all dedicated public streets and alleys that abut or traverse 
the Property.

8. The total acreage of the Property in acres and in square 
feet.

9. Interior lines and facts sufficient to enable the title 
insurance company to insure contiguity if the Property 
comprises several parcels. All gaps, strips or gores must be 
shown with dimensions.

10. The location of any and all recorded easements or rights-
of-way that are capable of being located (such as utility 
easements, set-backs, support easements, party walls, 
easements and rights-of-way required by the municipal, 
county or state authorities, etc.) with each recording 
references shown on the survey. If any such easements 
or rights-of- way cannot be located, please so state on 
the survey, making reference to the applicable recording 



references. If any such easements or rights-of-way do not 
apply to the Property, please so state on the survey, making 
reference to the applicable recording references.

11. The location of any required set-back lines (whether by 
governmental requirement or recorded agreement) and the 
measured distance from the nearest edge of any building to 
the property line or public street.

12. The location of any tax lot lines or subdivision lot lines 
that (a) traverse the Property, or (b) include more land than 
the Property.

13. The zoning, use and density classification of the Property 
and the location of any lines that divide the Property into 
different classifications. The plat should designate the front 
yard lot line of the Property, as determined pursuant to 
applicable zoning regulations

14. The location of the mean high and low water marks, or 
the mean height above sea level.


